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Yes. You did read that title right. It does say “illiteracy”. The 
basis for this article is that despite the constant efforts to 
persuade the over-55s not to be afraid of computers, lots of 
them remain suspicious of their advantages. 

Take me, for example. I started on the Amstrad 1512 complete 
with dot-matrix printer in the late 1980s. I do have a computer 
qualification (see illustration). Unfortunately, that was 28 years 
ago!  It was gained using an Apple Mac and the accompanying 
software. I have not used a Mac since those days and have 
never bought one. So, the qualification is useless! 

After all this time I should, by now, be completely familiar with 
computers. I am not. I only really know the applications I need 
– word processing, email, browsing the net and a few others. 

Lots of over-55s that I know are the same. I once told my 
oldest friend that I would send him an email and he told me not 
to bother – he didn't know how to reply! He also confided in me 
that he dislikes PCs and avoids using them. 

You may recall the eccentric astronomer, Patrick Moore, who wore a monocle and typed out his 
books on an elderly typewriter. Well, the modern computer uses obsolete technology, too: the 
qwerty keyboard (invented in 1876). Even up-to-date hi fi systems still incorporate cassette 
players. 

I am lucky to be able to touch-type at a reasonable 
speed and learned the skill in 1955. My mother, knowing 
my love of writing, suggested I take typing lessons and I 
did. I found that I was the only male in a roomful of 
females! 

Then there is the Kindle. A great idea say the 
enthusiasts – by using one we can download hundreds 
of books which can then be read on a screen. As a 
bibliomaniac, I haven't used one nor will I ever. To me 
(and many others) there is no substitute for THE BOOK 
and a recent news item is significant. Book publishing is up by 8% (the UK still publishes 100,000 
a year!) 

Also, like many people, I dislike reading on-line instructions 
and much prefer a printed manual. 

The ubiquity of computers today is obvious to us all, as is 
our helplessness when they crash! They have been in the 
news recently with the “cyber-attack” accusations and, like 
so many inventions, they cause just as many problems as 
they solve. 

That is not the case with the ballpoint pen, as another friend, 
roughly of my age, points out. He refuses to use a computer 
to write to me and points out that if it “crashes” (runs out of 
ink) he merely throws it away and uses another one! 
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An odd Belgian character with 

a little white dog says (in a 

foreign language): 

“ HOLD  THE  THIRD  PAGE! ” 
 

Hi Gang, welcome to the summer edition of Tales From The 

Woods magazine, issue 97. Hot news, still steaming from the press, 

for our live shows, in which I refer to the mostly multi artist heritage shows. We are returning to the 
100 Club, 100 Oxford Street, London. There are a number of reasons for this decision, of which 

I'm not able to go into detail within these pages, space and circumstances 
dictate, although what I can say is it will remain at the advertised date of 
Sunday October 29th, and will, I'm very pleased to say, retain two of its 
headlining acts, Zoot Money and Ray Phillips. With much excitement and 

anticipation we are proud to announce that we have added legendary 
American doo-wop sensation Tommy Hunt who many of you know was, back in the golden age 

genre, a member of The Flamingos and also of course, as no doubt 
most readers of this magazine will know, is a much revered and in 
demand figure on the northern soul circuit. 

Tickets will go on sale from 1st July, ticket price and door times will be 
advised as well as great news concerning a doo-wop group we are 
presently negotiating to accompany Tommy, along with maybe another 

addition or two. The Tales From The Woods Band, a hard working 

band much admired and appreciated by all you kind folks who attend our 
live shows, will be backing all the artists in their inimitable professional 

manner. What a wonderful accolade they received in the May edition of Record Collector 
magazine whose reviewer stated, and I quote, "possibly the most authentic Rock’n’Roll outfit in the 

UK" in reference to Tales From The Woods’ hugely successful Charlie Gracie show back on 19th 

March, at the Spice Of Life in Soho, London. 

 

For all the latest news on the October 29th event at the 100 Club, the second in the series of our 
Anglo American Heritage Shows, truly an extravaganza of roots Rockin’ Rhythm and Blues, Doo-
Wop, Rock’n’Roll, and no doubt a dash or two of vintage Soul all poured into the mix, keep an eye 
on our website, www.tftw.org.uk.  As usual we’ll keep all our members informed via our popular 

round-robin emails, updates will be posted on both the TFTW Facebook page, as well as my own, 

Keith Woods. For those who may be taking a look at us for the very first time, links to all can be 
found on the front page of our website. Whilst you’re there, don't forget the link to our wonderful 

TFTW YouTube channel with over a hundred segments from our shows at numerous locations over 

the last few years. I’m sure you will be amazed at the quality of the vast majority; if we have felt 

the sound quality is under par or indeed recorded at an earlier time in the career of TFTW when 

conditions may have been far from ideal, the segment will carry a "Vintage" heading. 

TFTW band © Paul Harris 

http://www.tftw.org.uk/
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At the time of typing, the final couple of days in the month of May, we’ve just had our last Thursday 
of each and every month "Gang Meet Up" in central London where once again we returned to a 
venue which has proved to be very popular with all our regular and not so regular attendees, 
Gerry's Club, the last surviving private members only drinking club in central London’s Soho. To 
be a little more precise, although this visit was our third, it was a little special being the first of a 
series of celebrations in readiness for the 100th anniversary issue of this magazine you are 
reading upon your screens, or for those without computers, stretching out in your favourite 
armchair, issue 97 between your outstretched arms. Once again it proved to be highly enjoyable, 
comfortable and relaxed, safely away from the noisy mayhem of the streets, pubs, bars and cafes 
that surround. I will add though, more ladies please! You really should be joining us blokes and 
token lady or three, the ambience and soundtrack at Gerry's is perfect for all our lady Woodies; 
next time then, maybe? 

As part of the lead up to our 100th issue celebrations, I can now safely announce an event that will 

take place during the month of August. TFTW barge cruises on the Regents Canal have proved 

hugely popular in years past, and it's certainly been more than five, maybe six, seven even, since 
a boat (or should I say barge) set off from Dingwalls Lock at Camden Town and set off noisily 
along the canal in the direction of Little Venice, Paddington and beyond for a good rockin’ three 
hours. For fear of repeating myself in this column, I’ll just simply state keep an eye on our website, 
round-robins and Facebook for updates, ticket price, and time. What I can say is it will definitely be 
a weekend, either a Saturday or a Sunday.  

Now if that is not enough, we have another fabulous event taking place at Guys and St Thomas 
Hospital Social Club very close to Borough High Street and just a few minutes’ walk from London 
Bridge Railway and Tube Stations. We had a historically important, and artistically successful 
event at this tiny intimate venue with American blues legend from Louisiana, Lazy Lester 
accompanied by Little George Sueref a few years ago, and a year and half ago we returned for 
another American icon folk singer/songwriter and guitarist, 90 year old Tom Paley.  

On a date as yet unconfirmed we shall be returning for a third time, only this time to a very private 

room behind two sets of double doors, kicking up a storm in company of the Tales From The 

Woods Band. It’s a party, it's a jam, it's part rehearsal in readiness for the aforementioned October 

show at the 100 Club; it's all of these things and more. Ray Phillips, front man of the Nashville 
Teens, will be coming along to join in the fun, as will other special guests who we shall announce 
in the coming weeks. 

                                                        

    

As you can see from all our happy, smiling faces in Denis Hoare’s pictures above, Tales From 

The Woods in collaboration with Jon Longo, held a charity jam in remembrance of Danny Rivers. 

Another great time was had by all. A massive thank you to all the artists who gave their services 
free; Big John Carter, Jon T Bone Taylor, Shakey Vick, Ed Furst, Rockin’ Gerry, James Taplin 

Duo, Ray Dexter, Ray Lee and of course the excellent Tales From The Woods combo who 

backed most of the performers, all in aid of cancer research in memory of our very good friend 
Danny Rivers who left us last year. All totally unrehearsed I might add, not knowing what they 
were about to play until any given performer stepped up to the stage and whispered into lead 
guitarist John Spencely’s ear, fantastic! Jon Longo as always performed a couple of action packed 
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sets. I'm sure the performers won’t mind me saying that the biggest surprise of the evening was 
when veteran Woodie Darren Vidler stepped up on stage and tore into Ubangi Stomp, before 
slowing the pace for another cult masterpiece from the late Warren Smith catalogue Red Cadillac 
and Black Moustache. To say we were shocked would be an understatement as our jaws dropped 
in unison. You never told us you could sing Darren! We certainly know now, so he'll be back, that's 
for sure. If we don't get a second performance in July at Guys and St Thomas social club, I’ll eat 
all my hats! (Are you sure Keith? I made it 374 hats at the last count - H).  

Thank you to all the folks who not only attended but dug deep into their pockets to give generously 
to this very worthy cause. I'm sure Danny was looking down at us with a big smile on his face, 
happy in the knowledge we were enjoying ourselves in his memory, at the same time raising much 
needed cash to help fight this terrible disease. 

                                             

Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to bass guitarist Tex Makins who died 

aged 76 on 22nd February 2017. 

To say Tex Makins was an important figure in helping TFTW to gain credibility in our earliest days, 

would indeed be an understatement, playing at Skiffle 50 
at London Water Rats in 2006, our very first 2is Reunion 
show at the100 Club in January 2007 and returning later 
the same year for Terry Dene’s celebration of 50 years in 
show business. Tex of course was a hugely respected 
bassist whose long career began back in 1957. Born 3rd 
July 1940 he was just a few months shy of his 17th 
birthday when he formed his first group, Johnny Makins 
Skiffle Group, before heading off to London to seek fame 
and fortune at the 2is coffee bar in Old Compton Street, 
Soho, very soon indeed to be part of Rick Richards Skiffle 
Group which included our very good friend and hugely 

inspirational figure to TFTW, the late Rick Hardy, along with 

the late Johnny D'Avensac, and the late Bill Large. Some half a century later we can proudly claim 
to have reunited the group for our aforementioned Skiffle 50 event, sadly too late for Bill Large 
who passed away a few years prior. It would prove to be a hugely emotional reunion, with much 
excitement along with enthusiastic plans for similar events for the future. However, cruel fate 
intervened as, by the end of the same year, Rick had been taken from us through a horrendous 
road accident, and Johnny too would die quite suddenly several years later, Tex being the last 
survivor, and now he too has gone. 

By 1958 Rick Hardy had replaced Adam Faith in the Worried Men Skiffle Group and Tex followed 
him, joining up with Shadow-to-be Tony Meehan. Ironically Tony would be replaced by another 
Shadow-in-waiting Brian Bennett. Tex however was not one for sticking around too long, and soon 
he would be seen playing bass behind Vince Eager, sharing the stage with the much admired lead 
guitarist the late Joe Moretti, and they even got to appear in pantomime in Southport with Vince. 

Marty Wilde came a knocking for Tex and much of Vince’s 
band were soon changing their name to the Wildcats. Just a 
few months on, Tex’s feet began to itch and he was soon 
forming his own group, which found a home for a very 
young Tony Sheridan on lead guitar, along with yet another 
Tony on drums, Meehan and, if that ain’t enough, another 
Tony on rhythm guitar, Tony Harvey. 

Much of this formation was to be snapped up, not 
surprisingly, by British born American emigrant, now back in 
his country of residence, Vince Taylor. He would flit in and 
out of this rockers band intermittently over the next few 
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years or so, in between working with the cream of British Rock’n’Roll at that time, joining this time 
a bona fide American, the ludicrously under rated Johnny Duncan and his Bluegrass Boys. He 
spent a lucrative period with this former GI whilst still riding high on his huge British hit "Last Train 
To San Fernando". Next up Tex found himself playing bass in the Beat Boys alongside an 
unknown 16 year old piano player who was going by the name of Georgie Fame. Recruited to 
back American Rock’n’Roll legend Gene Vincent for a 1960 British tour, a while spent with what 
many consider to be Britain’s finest rocker, Billy Fury, before speeding off to France as once again 
a member of Vince Taylor’s Playboys which by now included Alan D'Clair on piano (watch out for 
what I'm sure will be a fascinating interview with Alan conducted by Darren Vidler within the pages 
of this magazine in the not too distant future). Soon however Tex’s skills were in demand by the 
French 'Elvis' who retains his super star status to this very day, Johnny Hallyday. 

Back home in the UK Tex was recruited into Georgie Fame’s Blue Flames where he would remain 
for much of the mid-sixties, playing the very much London based R&B club circuit which the outfit 
dominated. 

At the latter half of the sixties, erstwhile Brit Rock’n’Roll singer Dickie Pride took another plunge at 
the fame that, despite his talent, had been denied him back in the fifties and regular appearances 

on TV’s "Oh Boy" show, maybe influenced by fellow former rocker 
Duffy Power. Finding a home on the London Blues and Rhythm and 
Blues scene, Pride formed a jazz and blues influenced combo 
called the Sidewinders. Tex was inducted to play bass, alongside 
an ensemble made up of cornet, piano, baritone sax, drums, 
congas and guitar. Again recognition failed to come Dickie’s way, 
even a prestigious prime time appearance on TV's George Melly 
show failed to bring just desserts. Around this time Dickie Pride and 
the Sidewinders appeared at Bruce Grove Dance Hall in 
Tottenham, a rarity indeed for a venue that usually housed tea 
dances and amateur hour talent contests. It would prove to be one 
of Pride’s final shows before drugs took his life. Stevie Wonder was 

making his first ever British tour chaperoned by a heavy 'suit' from Tamla Motown records in 
Detroit Michigan, and the Sidewinders were no doubt complimented to be the band to accompany 
the rising young star. 

In the latter part of the decade, Tex spent a while within the band behind Billie Davis. If you good 
readers think being a member of The Flower Pot Men as being slightly eccentric, it surely could 
not compare to be drafted in on a backing band for quasi 
operatic pop wannabee David Garrick who scraped the latter 
half of the top thirty with the song Mrs Applebee. For anyone 
who hung out in the all night London scene of the late sixties, 
breakfast at the Royal Garden Hotel in Kensington was a 
must, and Garrick was indeed a regular, swanning into the 
restaurant a little before 8am in full stage make up and clothes 
to match accompanied naturally by a burly minder. 

Before forming his own band finally during the final year of the 
decade, Good Money, Tex would spend time with Thunderclap 
Newman during their brief 'hot' period. Unlike many of 
specialist magazines that cater for various forms of roots 
music we normally cover the entirety of an artist or musician’s 
career, not just the part that is relevant to a given publication’s 
subject matter. However with Tex it is virtually impossible, 
simply catering for the period of the fifties and sixties from 
skiffle to the birth of British Rock’n’Roll through to London 
rhythm and blues scene that too herald the beginning of soul 
sounds first heard in UK, as well as an oddity or two. 

Tex Makins Jan 2007, 100 Club 

© Paul Harris 
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Yet another timely reminder how important TFTW interviews are; what wonderful stories Tex would 

tell us if he was able to do so. 

                                             

Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to broadcaster Brian Matthew who died 

aged 88 on 8th April 2017 after a prolonged illness. 

That the BBC, by whom he had been employed for 63 years, could possibly 
be so insensitive as to announce his death on social media some six days 
before it actually occurred is quite beyond belief. If an apology was ever 
offered by either the corporation or head of BBC Radio 2 I'm certainly not 
aware of it. I noticed too, a month or so after his death, that the 
entertainments guide issued weekly with the Saturday issue of the Guardian 
newspaper, in its radio section, hour long documentary celebrating this 
veteran broadcaster and presenter’s career was scheduled during the course 
of this particular week. However, upon tuning in, and settling down in my 
favourite comfy armchair I discovered an entirely different programme about 
to be aired. An explanation for rescheduling? No! Error on the part of the 

Guardian? Possibly. Any ideas out there in Woodie land? Has it slipped my notice and has this 
radio documentary actually been broadcast? Bearing in mind the appalling behaviour by the 
corporation towards its longest serving presenter I personally would not be surprised by anything. 

In January 2017 the BBC announced that Brian Matthew would not be returning to his long 
running "Sound Of The Sixties" programme which began life in 1990, due to ill health. A 
counterblast came from Brian himself claiming the statement to be balderdash and he was excited 
regarding his pending return. However it would prove to be all too brief; his final show was 
broadcast on 25th February this year, his final record Billy Fury’s "Last Night Was Made For Love". 
Tony Blackburn took over as presenter, its 8 till 10 am slot moved back to suit the programme’s 
loyal listeners, supposed early risers, to 6am.  

Born 17th September 1928, once formal education completed, swapping a classroom to study at 
RADA, following his dream to become an actor. Brian had already made his first radio broadcast 
during his days of national service in Germany in 1948, first joining the BBC in 1954, his eloquent 
very middle class clipped accent very much in keeping with what would be both expected and 
required at the time. In later years, particularly whilst presenting programmes aimed specifically at 
the young, the accent was allowed to become a little more casual enabling him to identify with 
them, without sounding either pompous or patronising. 1957 would be the turning point of his 
career that would unwittingly shape the next 60 years of his life at BBC when taking over the chair 
of Saturday Skiffle Club, a programme that had been running barely a few months to cash in on 
the Skiffle craze that was sweeping the nation at the time. It was a mixture of records and live 
performances from the likes of Chas McDevitt, Vipers, Johnny Duncan and His Bluegrass Boys 
and the king of Skiffle himself Lonnie Donegan. 

Such was the success of the programme that went out on Saturday mornings, much no doubt to 
the astonishment of the big wigs at the BBC, it was extended to a two hour show in 1958 by which 
time Rock’n’Roll was rapidly pushing skiffle out of the driving 
seat, running from 10am until midday. Come the following 
year the skiffle in the title was dropped to simply become 
Saturday Club, and a legend was born as artists such as Cliff 
Richard, Adam Faith, Marty Wilde and the Wildcats, Vince 
Taylor, Johnny Kidd and the Pirates, all performed live on this 
two hour extravaganza. Jazz was not forgotten with regular 
appearances of Chris Barber, Ottilie Patterson, Humphrey 
Lyttelton’s Jazz Band to name but three, presumably to keep 
the older listeners aboard.  Skiffle not as yet forgotten, Lonnie 
Donegan returned as did Russell Quaye’s City Ramblers. 
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In 1960 a far bigger budget was allowed as over 5 million were tuning in each and every Saturday, 
Gene Vincent and Eddie Cochran were paid a staggering £100 each for appearing on the show, 
during their early 1960 tour, described by journalist Spencer Leigh many decades later as the best 

£100 BBC ever spent. CDs have been released 
containing their Saturday Club performances over the 
past couple of decades, in their wake many an American 
legend could be heard performing live in bedrooms and 
living room radios up and down the land, including Jerry 
Lee Lewis, Duane Eddy, Bobby Darin, Bo Diddley, Everly 
Brothers, Roy Orbison, along with later pop rock acts 
such as Tommy Roe, and Chris Montez. Local heart 
throbs like Billy Fury no doubt sent teenage girls 
swooning over their radios, Tommy Bruce and Bert 
Weedon were regulars until the advent of the beat 
groups, the Beatles making their first Saturday Club 
broadcast in 1963. 

Brian Matthew became the presenter of ITV’s rather 
uninspiring television pop show "Thank Your Lucky Stars" 
from 1961 through to 1966 where pop performers of the 
day were invited to mime to their latest releases. Far more 
interestingly he took over the mantle of another radio 
pop/rock programme, again a mixture of records and live 
performances, entitled "Easy Beat" around the same period 
of time, the two radio programme running hand in hand until 
the advent of pirate radio later in the decade brought the 
kiss of death. Matthew quit Saturday Club in 1967, DJ Keith Skues took over, and it struggled on 
for another two years before finally being pulled in 1969. 

The 1970s saw Brian narrating the 12 part series "The Beatles Story" repeated in full many years 
later on Radio 6 Music, as well as fronting his weekly personal choice of records through the ages, 
"My Top Twelve" which continued until 1978 when he was given the prestigious chair of a newly 
conceived arts show "Round Midnight". This hugely respected and successful programme would 
keep him occupied for twelve years from 1978 until 1990, before being offered "Sound Of The 
Sixties" which he presented for 17 years until a short while before his death. He took one break 
during part of 2006 due to ill health, returning early in 2007, his chair kept warm by Sandie Shaw, 
Joe Brown, and Suzy Quatro. 

Brian Matthew, unlike many a presenter and DJ at the birth of 
Rock’n’Roll in this country, did actually like and enjoy the 
music and respected the young artists and musicians that 
performed it. Far too many of them just went through the 
motions for the benefit of the hand that fed them, putting it 
down when off camera, ridiculing it to please the ears of their 
cronies, only learning to love it when it was becoming obvious 
it wasn't going to go away, despite all predictions to the 
contrary. He lived through the eras of early jazz, through to 
swing, big band, be-bop. skiffle, Rock’n’Roll, rock and pop; he 
held affection for it all, he had enthusiasm and honesty in 
abundance which connected with such ease through the 
timeless magic of radio. 
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Taken from  magazine 

14/4/2017  by Frank DiGiacomo 

Music producer and Rolling Stones Records founding president Marshall Chess first met Chuck 
Berry in the 1950s. The son of Leonard Chess, one of two brothers who ran Berry's label, Chess 
Records, Marshall toured with Berry in early 1960s, which led to a longstanding friendship with the 
rock-and-roll pioneer. When Berry died from natural causes on March 17, at the age of 90, Chess, 
75, spoke at his funeral and shared his recollections of the ceremony with Billboard. An edited 
transcript of his account follows: 

There's so much more to Chuck Berry than most people know.  Here’s a story I didn’t tell at the 
funeral. Chuck came to the office one summer, and my dad said, “Take him across the street and 
have lunch with him. By then I had a relationship with Chuck from being on the road. So, we sit 
down in the booth, and when the waitress asked what we wanted, Chuck said, “Strawberry 
shortcake and bacon and eggs.”  She said, “You mean strawberry shortcake for dessert?” And he 
said, "No, I want it to start." 

Later that day, I told to my Dad, “Wasn’t that weird?” And he said, “That’s one of the things that 
makes Chuck great. He does things his way, and he doesn’t care what other people think. That’s 
why his music is so original.” 

After Chuck died, his wife Themetta asked if I would speak at the funeral. My son Jamar and I flew 
into St. Louis on Saturday and took a taxi to the Moonrise Hotel. It’s next to a beautifully restored 
concert hall called The Pageant, where the service was held on Sunday. Those two places are at 
the end of a strip on Delmar Boulevard that’s called The Loop. Chuck was very influential in 
reviving that area. It used to be a ghetto-y neighborhood, and now it’s like you’re in New Orleans 
for three blocks. There are restaurants and live-music clubs, the biggest of which is Blueberry Hill, 
where Chuck played once a month until 2014.   

When our taxi got to the beginning of The Loop, every building had sign or banner on it, that said, 
“Hail, Chuck Berry” or some other tribute to him. There was a bronze statue of him covered in leis. 
It gave me the chills. Chuck Berry is royalty in St. Louis.  That night, there was a city-wide toast to 
him at 10:00 p.m. because that’s the time he always started his shows when he played Blueberry 
Hill. 

On Sunday morning, we went to 
pick up our tickets to the funeral, 
and the line of people who were 
waiting to view Chuck’s body 
stretched around the corner to the 
next block. I asked a cop who was 
there, and he said it had been that 
way since 6:00 in the morning. 
Chuck was in a beautiful custom-
built casket, wearing his white 
captain’s hat, and his red Gibson 
was bolted to the lid. 

Then 800 people filed into the 
funeral service. The seating had all 
been done by his wife Themetta. 
She sat everyone. I was impressed 

at how well-orchestrated it was. Man, 200 members of Chuck’s family were there -- Chuck’s four 
kids and their kids and multiple generations of great grandchildren. When they talked about him, 
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they called him “Charles,” and what blew me away is that he took care of all of them. Until the 
funeral, I hadn’t really spent time with his family. 

To me, he was Chuck Berry, the rock and roll guy and a friend of my Dad.  But at The Pageant in 
St. Louis, I got a glimpse of how he had lived his life and taken care of his family. His money had 
gone into homes and college educations for them. 

I’d say that 90 percent of the audience at the memorial was black, and they were all dressed for 
Sunday morning service. The beginning of the funeral was like a Baptist church service. Psalms 
and Scriptures were read, and hymns were sung. Then Congressman William Lacy Clay got up 
and read a letter from Bill Clinton. Chuck had played at the President’s inauguration and reelection 
celebrations, and Clinton wrote that he and Hillary had been fans from the beginning. Paul 
McCartney and Little Richard also wrote letters. Gene Simmons of Kiss was there. He happened 
to be in St. Louis for a comics convention and asked to speak. He actually teared up a few times. 

They were the only major musicians to play some role in the 
funeral. I was looking for Keith Richards or someone else from 
the Stones, but I didn’t see anyone. I found out later though that 
they had sent an extravagant floral guitar with a card that read 
just, “The Rolling Stones.” 

Paul Shaffer from the Letterman show was there, and I met 
Nathaniel Rateliff, who drove all the way from Denver to be at 
the funeral. I have to say I was disappointed that the English 
guys didn’t show up to the funeral. They know who they are: 
Keith Richards, Ronnie Wood, Eric Clapton. They owe Chuck 
everything. They should have chartered a plane, and they 
should have played for his family. You could tell they were set 
up for it: they had amps and a drum kit on the stage. But Billy 
Peek’s performance of “Johnny B. Goode” was the only 
performance of Chuck’s music. 

Themetta was front and center, so when I got up to speak, I 
mostly I spoke to her. I started with the story of how in 1955 I 
was riding around with my dad Leonard. Back then, car radios 
had buttons that you programmed to go to your favorite stations, 
and my dad was a maniac. He never listened to an entire song. 
He would just keep pushing buttons. That time, though, he 
pushed a button, on came a song, and my Dad said, “Oh my 
God,” and slapped the steering wheel. I said, “What's going on?”  
And he said, “That’s the number-one white station in Chicago 
and they just played “Maybellene.” 

I had no idea who Chuck Berry was then, but I met him about a year later when my father took me 
to Alan Freed’s Rock n’ Roll show at the Brooklyn Paramount. Then in 1963, when Chuck got out 
of prison he drove right to Chicago. I was 21 and working at Chess Records’ offices, and he came 
in with his guitar and a teeny overnight bag. He wanted to make music and get back to his career.  
We had tried everything to get him out of prison. It was a racist thing. 

Chuck wasn’t dressed very well when he came in – his clothes looked a little raggedy – and my 
dad handed me a $100 bill and said, “Take him down to Max’s on 8th Street and buy him some 
new clothes. He’s going on the road soon.” In those days, that was like $500, and I got him a few 
outfits. That week, Chuck recorded “You Never Can Tell,” “No Particular Place to Go” and 
“Nadine.”  We decided to rush out “Nadine.” Chuck wanted to get back to making money and 
getting out there, and my dad assigned me to go on the road with Chuck for a series of one-
nighters.  

That’s when I got to really know him. It was just Chuck and his guitar. We used pick-up bands. He 
would walk up to the band and say, “You know my songs. Do this while I do that.” If the promoter 
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was a fan and got him the best musicians in town, the gig would be great, but, when the band 
wasn’t good, well, he was hurting the magic. We had an argument about it once, but Chuck did 
things his way. 

The last story I told at the funeral was about the last time I saw Chuck. This was probably in the 
late ‘90s. He was touring with his kids Ingrid and Chuck Jr. and he played B.B. King’s in Times 
Square. Jamar wanted to meet him, so we went backstage. We were hugging and kissing, the 
whole thing. He introduced me to his kids, and I introduced him to Jamar. I told him, “You know, 
Chuck, I’ve never thanked you.” He said, “For what?” I said, “My family’s life changed because of 
you.” And he looked me in the eye and took my hands and said,” Don’t you know? It’s the same 
for me.” 

At the end of the service, six pallbearers with white gloves carried Chuck’s casket out of The 
Pageant, where there must have been 500 people. The main street there was closed, and they 
had a New Orleans-style band playing a funeral march. It was so mournful. There were 13 white 

Cadillac stretch limousines and a police 
motorcade to take the family members to the 
cemetery. Chuck loved Cadillacs, and he went 
out in a white one with gold trim -- like the king of 
rock and roll. As this long train of limousines 
pulled away, I waved to everyone. I was crying a 
little. I am now, actually.  

Marshall Chess, son of Chess Records founder 
Leonard Chess, speaks during the memorial 
service for Chuck Berry at the Pageant Concert 
Hall and Nightclub on April 9, 2017 in St. Louis. 

Michael B. Thomas/Getty Images 

 

 

 

1. Youths who wear baseball caps with the peak at the back. 

2. People who walk into you while talking on their mobile phone. 

3. People on public transport who shout: “Hello! Hello! Can you hear me.” 
(Yes, we all can.) 

4. Alan Carr's teeth. 

5. Meaningless platitudes spoken by politicians: “Let us all go forward 
together to a bright future.” 

6. Opticians testing your eyes by showing you different lenses and asking you: ”Is that better or 
worse?” (I can never see any difference.) 

7. Endless adverts on commercial channels for cheap funerals, often 
presented by Michael Parkinson, the Angel of Death. 

8. Passing cars, sounding like mobile discos and all playing the same tune: 
THUMP!  THUMP!  THUMP! 

9. “Media Studies” - a bogus subject meaning little more than “Reading 
newspapers and watching TV and Movies.” 

10. Boring old buggers who whinge about everything and everyone and… 
(Oops! that's me!”)  
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JAZZ JUNCTION 

The Rossano Sportiello Trio at The Sound Lounge, 10 May 2017 

The Sound Lounge, an arts and music centre that opened its doors at the end of January in 

Tooting on the site of a long-closed Dreamland store, is the latest home for Brook’s Blues Bar, a 

blues club set up by Tony Bell and Ann Rosenberg during their second youth in 2003.  It is now at 

its eighth (or possibly ninth) home after a short-lived spell at Seven Dials in Covent Garden, and it 

is clearly a labour of love for both of them.  While they usually put on vintage blues played by 

artists from both the US and UK, more modern styles are also included, and occasionally jazz has 

a turn. 

Pianist Rossano Sportiello, who hails from the Lombardy region of Italy, 

graduated in classical piano at age twenty-two, but having discovered jazz 

when he was fourteen his career took a different path, as he embraced the 

music from stride piano to bebop.  Ralph Sutton became a particular 

favourite, and Barry Harris a mentor and personal inspiration.  Now in his forties and having 

garnered much critical acclaim, he was able to draw on the cream of British rhythm sections with 

Dave Green (bass) and Steve Brown (drums). 

Starting with S’Wonderful (from the 1927 musical Funny Face) and continuing with Embraceable 

You (written in 1928 for an unpublished operetta but appearing in the 1930 musical Girl Crazy), 

Lady Be Good (from the 1924 musical of the same name), and Someone To Watch Over Me (from 

the 1926 musical Oh, Kay!), the trio swung prodigiously. 

The music for each of these numbers was composed by George Gershwin, the lyrics for the 

musicals being provided by his brother Ira.  Rossano Sportiello’s avowed love of the Great 

American Songbook was underlined by his selection of this quartet of songs from its golden age 

for instrumental presentation. 

He still retains his love of classical piano and practises 

from time to time, so it was no surprise when he 

announced that the piece that he was about to play 

was written by Bach.  It turned out to be Jesu, Joy Of 

Man’s Desiring, which evolved into a pretty blues. 

But the highlight of the evening was his stride piano 

playing, as on After You’ve Gone which ended the first 

set, and James P Johnson’s If I Could Be With You 

(One Hour Tonight) which started the second, and 

which film buffs will remember from Casablanca.  The 

two Willie ‘The Lion’ Smith numbers that came later 

were flawless solo renditions. 

The bittersweet Just A Gigolo was composed by Leonelle Casucci in 1929 with the original lyric by 

Julius Brammer in German about the social collapse in Austria after World War I.  It was recorded 

several times by Thelonious Monk, as were the next two numbers, Round Midnight and Well You 

Needn’t.  The choice of the unorthodox Monk might seem a contradiction but was entirely apposite 

as his roots were in stride piano. 

Matching Rossano Sportiello’s musical objectives, it was an evening full of swing and joy, fittingly 

reflected in the smiles exhibited on the faces of the audience. 
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Soul Explosion at Indigo2 – Sunday 9 April 2017 

‘Oh what a night. That’s why I love you soul.’  Four different acts with varying styles, almost three 

hours of fabulous soul music from the under-appreciated era that extended over the popularity of 

disco, all lapped up by an enthusiastic audience dominated by its South London contingent; it 

doesn’t get any better than this. 

First up, and a cult figure among soul cognoscenti, was Randy Brown, 

Memphis born and bred and a brother of William Brown of the Mad 

Lads.  His reputation as a singer of smooth soul songs that earned a 

strong following among female fans stemmed from the five albums that 

he recorded between 1975 and 1981. 

Memories of his only other London appearance in 1988 at the Shaw 

Theatre came flooding back as he eased his way through a set of 

swayers. The carefully chosen six songs were Do You Love Me, We Ought To Be Doing It, I’m 

Always In The Mood, I’d Rather Hurt Myself (Than Hurt You), I Wanna Make Love To You), 

finishing with Thank You For The Happiness from his Stax album Check It Out.  It was superlative 

soul for the heart rather than the braggadocio variety. 

Telling it from the female point of view was Barbara Mason, whose career 

stretched back as far as the sixties.  From this period came You Better 

Stop It, one of her earliest compositions and when she had yet to develop 

her signature style of adult-themed songs.  By Don’t I Ever Cross Your 

Mind she had become a temptress, and on She’s Got The Papers (But I’ve 

Got The Man) she was mocking the unfortunate wife about her situation 

and the reasons why. 

Another Man (not written by her) must have been one of the earliest ‘Bill’ 

songs, but her suggestive smile and hip movements had returned for Yes 

I’m Ready, which over the years had evolved from the position of female ingénue to predatory 

cougar.  Enjoying growing old disgracefully, she dragged a young man from the audience up on 

stage to remove his top. 

The Valentine Brothers (Billy and John) were formed in 1975, but did not 

come to prominence until the early eighties.  Led by the still strong voice of 

Billy, they started with their self-composed 1982 US hit Money’s Too Tight 

(To Mention).  Their polished set included an emotional rendition of The 

First Cut Is The Deepest (from a forthcoming solo project by Billy 

Valentine), and they finished with two classy numbers, Lonely Nights and 

Let Me Be Close To You. 

In star position was Deniece Williams, whose 

four-octave range has remained intact. She 

made an impressive start with an a capella 

version of God Is Amazing, and continued to do 

so with It’s Gonna Take A Miracle and a marvellous Black Butterfly.  

Other songs to show off her voice were Cause You Love Me Baby and 

Free, and she brought the evening to a close with That’s What Friends 

Are For, the other artists back on stage, though minus mics!  

Thanks to Rodney Jolliffe for the photos.                                                                    Dave Carroll  
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I HATE FOOTBALL.  There: I've said it. I've come out! 

In the early 1950s I was standing in the school yard when an acquaintance of mine came up and 
said: “You don't like football, do you, Fozzer?” “No”, I replied. “I pity you, Fuzz. I really pity you,” he 
said. 

That was just one example of the horror and incomprehension I have 
often received when people discover I have no interest in sport, 
especially football. It is as if I had told them that I was an escaped Nazi 
war criminal. 

Football pops up in the unlikeliest places. Apparently, during World War 
1, an officer encouraged his men to advance by kicking a football 
towards the front lines and exhorting them to follow it. There is also the 
story of how both German and British soldiers agreed a ceasefire at 
Christmas and played a “friendly” game of football, after which both 
resumed slaughtering each other. 

I have also noticed that in some cases, one of the ways to achieve 
promotion in the Army (if not the other services) was to be “good at 
sports”, especially if you played for your university or school. 

I do understand why the working class of this country were so keen on 
football, especially during the terrible, poverty-stricken days of the 1920s 
and 1930s. Football then was a brief escape from their misery and 
brightened up their lives. 

There is a famous photograph of a Cup Final early in the 1920s showing an enormous crowd of 
fans (123,000, if I remember) and one policeman on a white horse trying to control them. (Only in 
Britain...) 

Right up to the 1950s and beyond, footballers were often part-time 
players and paid very little for their services. To see photos of Stanley 
Matthews and Billy Wright in baggy shorts is to really grasp the 
startling changes in the game. 

Today, of course, footballers are grossly overpaid ballerinas and the 
“bootyfull game” is run by bloated plutocrats (bootocrats?) who, not 
content with the huge revenue they receive from sponsors and TV, still 
rip off the only genuine people involved in it – the fans. 

I do not understand why these fans have never organised any 
effective resistance to the greed of these managers by some form of 
strike or boycott but meekly pay huge sums to watch a match. There 
must be a way to kill the leeches who suck out the lifeblood of the 
sport. 

Just think:  If no more than 10% of the effort, expense, energy, and 
enthusiasm devoted to football in this country was instead diverted to 
putting the country to rights, the economy would be transformed. 

When I criticize the craze for football, I often receive the reply that “it fosters team spirit.” So does 
war! Let's face it: it is just a bloody game. Games are for children and people who think like 
children! 

There: I've said it again. I await the death threats with trepidation! 
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The annual TFTW trip to Sweden to meet up with the American Music 

Magazine people proved again to be great fun, spinning obscure 
American hillbilly 78s when not sight-seeing, enjoying the company of 
mine hosts and the food and comfort of a local hotel.  

Two of the Woodies, Erik and Ralph, were surprised when one 
afternoon, strolling across a park towards the beach, they were 
approached by an artist employed by the Swedish Dept. of Transport. He 
asked if they would mind posing for a nationwide walkway sign. See the 
real life models in the photo and the artistic result at the bottom of the 
photo.  

Report taken from an unreliable source. 

Ken Major 

Way back in the black and white days of the early ‘60s (no, not the 1860s, you’ve gone too far 
back, I mean the 1960s), there was a plethora of great young rock bands in Bangor, County Down 
and there were teenage clubs and hops where the bands could play. This whole scene more or 
less ended with the decade but members of some of those bands survived.  

Fast forward to December 2014. Masterminded by Hugh “Hugo” McFadden a new band arose, 
phoenix-like but slightly arthritically, from the ashes of some of those ‘60s bands. After many 
(un)helpful suggestions from friends, e.g. "The Who Are We?", "The Incontinentals", "The Grateful 
Living", the band became the appropriately named "Full Circle". 

In January 2015 we came together for our first rehearsal in a concrete bunker somewhere in the 
County Down countryside. During 2015 Norman Keenan, our vocalist, was diagnosed as having 
type 2 diabetes and his health deteriorated. Sadly Norman passed away on 2nd January 2016 and 
we still miss him both as a friend and as our singer. Hugh had originally formed the band to play a 
series of charity gigs so we decided to try to continue without a lead vocalist. We did audition a 
few guys but it didn't really work out so rather than let the band break up Deke and Nevin stepped 
up to the mics. We continued through 2015 and 2016 building and improving our repertoire and 
best of all, adding a vital new member, Paul Murray (keyboards/vocals), to our ranks. During this 
time we had a few ups and downs - mostly medical issues - to contend with, then before you know 
it… 

We played our first gig last December in The Electric Honeypot (aka Bangor British Legion Hall). 
All 200 tickets sold out pdq. The dance floor started to fill up from the first notes of “Let’s Work 
Together” and stayed that way until the end of our encore medley, “What’d I Say/Good Golly Miss 
Molly/Jenny, Jenny, Jenny”. We had very positive responses from many attendees and so we are 
delighted to say that we will be performing again, in the same venue, on 12 August as part of 

Bangor’s Open House Festival. 

Check us out -  

www.facebook.com/1234chunkachunka/ 

or search Facebook - Full Circle Bangor 

 

Left to right: Nevin Robinson, Harry Filmer, Len 
McCormick, Deke Thompson and Paul Murray 

Nevin Robinson 

http://www.facebook.com/1234chunkachunka/
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A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the  

Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet 

Contact Ken for the fuller stories. 

1. Dr. Vincent DiMaio, a defence witness in the Phil Spector/Lana Clarkson murder trial is a 
forensic expert on gunshot wounds. He said Lana “died of a self-inflicted wound,” and said “she’s got 
blood on her hands, gunshot residue on her hands, an intra-oral wound, 99%, it’s suicide”. Her body 
was found in a chair, one hand resting on her purse and a bloody revolver at her feet. DiMaio is an 
author of scholarly books and treatises on gunshot wounds. He said that 75% of suicide victims do not 
write suicide notes, and that people do commit suicide in public, referring to a politician who put the 
gun in his mouth and killed himself on TV. Source: Linda Deutsch, Las Vegas Review-Journal, 
27.6.2007 

2. “Elvis Presley: “Writing for the King” 2. includes the story of “Heartbreak Hotel”. Tommy Durdon 
saw a newspaper story of a man who left a one line suicide note “I walk a lonely street”. Durdon had 
worked with Mae Boren Axton who had met Elvis at a concert in Jacksonville, in May 1955, and 
showed her the article; they wrote “…Hotel” in under 30 minutes. DJ Glen Reeves recorded a demo 
and turned down a third of the royalties. Elvis recorded it as his first RCA single after leaving Sun 
Records.  Axton gave Elvis a share of the writing credit and royalties, but later writers protested about 
his aides demanding the publishing royalties. Source: Robert Hilburn, L.A. Times, 2.5.2007 

3. Elvis’ new album “National Ransom” produced by T Bone Burnett is due for release on Nov 2.  
He is releasing four songs on a pair of 78 rpm discs and will be pressed in limited editions of 25 copies 
and autographed, the price has not been announced yet. The songs cover a wide scenario of vintage 
themes and have an “atmospheric sound.” Source: Los Angeles Times, Sept 22, 2010 

4. Business partner Thomas Wayne was killed in a car crash which Gary Paxton believes was 
suicide. Enough for Paxton to give up drugs and alcohol, he began working with gospel artists 
including the Blackwood Bros. Quartet. He wrote more than 2000 songs and was one half of Skip & 
Flip who had ‘It Was I’ in the Top 20 and ‘Cherry Pie’. He produced the No. 1 hit “Alley-Oop” (1960) 
with The Hollywood Argyles written by Dallas Frazier. Two years later came another No. 1 hit with 
‘Monster Mash’ written by Bobby “Boris” Pickett. Paxton lost all his wealth because of drugs and 
alcohol and moved to Nashville in 1970. He died July 17 aged 77, Source: Harrison Smith, 
Washington Post, 27.7.2007 

5. The Cordials was a doo-wop group led by Leonard Capizzi which included Robert George 
Pickett. The group sang “Little Darlin” and Pickett slipped in an impersonation of Boris Karloff, and this 
inspired the two co-writing “Monster Mash”. The song was no. 1 on Halloween in 1962, Billboard top 
100 in 1970 and the top ten in 1973. Bobby Pickett was born Feb 11, 1938 in Somerville, Mass. Father 
managed a movie theatre so Bobby grew up watching Dracula and Frankenstein, where his Karloff 
impersonation developed. “Monster’s Holiday” reached No. 30 in the charts in 1962 and “Stardrek” was 
the most requested tune on Dr. Demento’s show in 1976. Pickett died of leukaemia July 2007 in West 
Los Angeles. Source: Valerie J. Nelson, L.A. Times, 27.7.2007 

6. Donovan and Premium Deluxe host a radio show from Donovan’s basement, see www.vinyl-
cobwebs.freeservers.com. The website proclaims the show is the “most obscure oldies radio show on 
the planet” (I agree with that. Ken), but you can hear rockabilly, r‘n’b, doo-wop, soul and ‘60s 
psychedelia. Artists/tracks include The Satellites, Fats & The Chessmen, Janis Martin, LaVern Baker, 
Screamin’ Jay Hawkins, Pat Boone, Jerry Mathers, William Shatner and Frank Gorshin. Calling 
themselves “anti-jocks both have daytime jobs in Salt Lake City and use Live365.com to stream their 
show. (Goon humour, weird but compulsive listening. Ken). Source: Ken R, Radio World, 12.9.2001 

 

Baker’s Dozen 
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7. “Sunny” was recorded by Marvin Gaye, Wilson Pickett, James Brown, Frank Sinatra, Jose Feliciano 
and the original by Bobby Hebb which reached no. 2 on the Billboard pop charts. After a Japanese artist 
had a hit with the song in Asia and vibraphone player Dave Pike recorded it in the USA, Hebb recorded the 
vocals at Bell Sound in N.Y. During this period Hebb toured the States with the Beatles. Born in 1938 to 
blind parents he was one of the first black musicians to perform on the Grand Ole Opry in the ‘50s. He also 
played spoons and danced with Roy Acuff’s “Smokey Mountain Boys”. Died August 2010 from lung cancer 
in Nashville aged 72. Source: L.A. Times 4.8.2010 

8. El Chicano is an East L.A. band that mixes rock, R&B and jazz. Had Top 40 hits with ‘Viva Tirado’ 
and ‘Tell Her She’s Lovely’. Rudy Regalado was the band leader and played the timbalas, a cylindrical 
drum that originated in Cuba. In 1983 he formed his own band Chevere which played at the Playboy Jazz 
Festival and the L.A. Fiesta Broadway, and toured as part of Aretha Franklin’s band. Hector Jose 
Reggalado was born 29.1.43 in Caracas, Venezuela and moved to Puerto Rico in the early ‘60s. He started 
playing clubs in San Juan whilst studying percussion in college. He came to California in 1970. In 2009 he 
joined the reunited version of El Chicano. Rudy died Nov. 4 at his home in Las Vegas from complications of 
pneumonia. Source: Los Angeles Times, 12.11.2010 

9. The Deepwater Horizon oil rig disaster spawned many songs, particularly in New Orleans, these 
included: ‘Nobody Knows Nothin’ composed John Boutte, ‘Ain’t My Fault’, ‘Sorry Ain’t Enough No More’, 
‘Sportsman’s Paradise’, ‘Sweet Crude Blues’, ‘Hey Tony!’, ‘They Dug A Hole’, ‘Drill Baby Drill’. Musicians in 
New Orleans have often used music to talk about local events. The Robert Charles Riots in 1900 (African 
American labourer shot a white policeman) spawned a song, (Potholes & Politicians by Woodie-Armand St. 
Martin. Ken), and there were many after Hurricane Katrina. New lyrics for old tunes included ‘Drunken 
Angel’ and Randy Newman’s ‘Louisiana 1027’. When the Saints won the Super Bowl in January, radio 
stations set up web sites featuring all the new original songs. Source: Alana Semuls, Los Angeles Times, 
29.7.2010 

10. Harrison Tang is co-founder of a people search website called Spokeo which provides masses of 
personal detail information. (It does not include British names/addresses, but if you have an American 
friend just open www.spokeo.com, enter the name and state and bingo. Ken). The information is gleaned 
from online directories, databases and social networks such as Linkedin, MySpace, Twitter and yelp. Tang 
said they are still working on Facebook. Reputation Defender Inc., affiliated with Spokeo, will for a fee 
erase data from any search engine including Spokeo. Spokeo receives a commission from Reputation sign 
ups. Privacy Rights Clearing House claims the Spokeo activity is not illegal. Source: David Lazarus, L.A. 
Times (date unknown) 

11. Anybody who Googles on LasVegas.blockshop can receive their home address and other private 
information. Any person who owns a home or pays taxes on land is listed. The MD of New York City based 
Insite Security said public searches records are online and (housing) block and lot numbers have always 
been a matter of public records. One way to have your name avoid the data is to set up a limited liability 
corporation and buy property under that. Even if you delete a Facebook profile not everything posted will 
disappear, if you are tagged in someone’s account or have a posting – you will stay there. Two tips for 
parents are “Friend your kids and make your kids friend you”. Source: A Gibes, Las Vegas-Review 
Journal, date unknown 

12. Rock and Roll Hall of Fame celebrity Garry Shider was the musical director of Parliament-
Funkadelic and wrote songs for band leader George Clinton. Born 24.7.53 Shider, as a boy, performed 
mostly gospel music in churches. Shider first met Clinton at a barber-shop Clinton owned in Plainfield, N.J. 
where future P-Funk members would sing doo-wop for customers and counsel youths. At 16 he went to 
Canada where they formed a funk soul band called United Soul or “U.S”. Shider wrote some of Parliament-
Funkadelic’s biggest hits and became known as “Starchild” or “Diaperman”. Shider appeared on 
Funkadelic’s 1971 album “Maggot Brain”, and Parliament’s 2nd album “Up for the Down Stroke”. He 
died16.6.2010 of brain and lung cancer. Source: L.A. Times, 18.6.2010 

13. Sonny Charles and Sweet Louie (Marvin Smith) were the Checkmates. Friends in Fort Wayne, 
Indiana, they had sung together for 55 years. They joined the army together under the “buddy plan” to keep 
their doo-wop duo together. In 1962 they auditioned in Las Vegas and upon seeing The Treniers perform, 
in 1966 became the only band doing rhythm & blues on the Strip. In 1969 Phil Spector helped them get 
“Black Pearl” to no. 13 in the pop charts. Louie died aged 68 of a heart attack on a cruise in 2007, and 
Sonny joined the Steve Miller Blues Band having toured with them since 1968, and did a three night stand 
at San Francisco’s Fillmore Auditorium.  He was on “Bingo” Steve’s first studio album since 1993. Source: 
Mike Weatherford, Las Vegas Review-Journal, 21.5.2010 

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major  
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Raye Du-Val 

Hi Raye. So, born in Soho? 

No, I was born in 1932 and was actually brought up in Soho until I left in 1964. I have absolutely 
wonderful memories of Soho. When I was a little kid, if a car pulled up, one of the ‘ladies of the 
night’ would say “Raye, you see that Rolls Royce over the road, would you take this letter to him?” 
I’d take the letter to the guy in the Rolls, come back and I’d get a few sweeties for doing it. They 
were just lovely people and there were several characters. There was a bloke called Soho Sid, 
and another guy who lived in a shop and was, I used to think, the richest guy on the planet who 
used to come down, take all the dirty old fruit from an old barrow outside and stew it up. Then 
there were the ‘gangster’ clubs I worked in for different people. I went pro at 15 when I got paid for 
my first playing job. I was brought up in the big band era.  

The club life days in Soho were the greatest days of my life. My parents came from the Pigalle 
section of France and it was a similar sort of place. My father was a mime artiste although I didn’t 
know him that well. He had been in the French Resistance and I was immediately farmed out. His 
view was that if anybody knew who he was and that he had a son living somewhere, they would 
come after me, so I went down to Worthing in Sussex and lived there for a while. 

As a child I was a bit of a naughty lad but my interest in music grew when I saw Gene Krupa a few 
times and eventually met him. I was the biggest collector of Gene Krupa memorabilia in the land 
and the guy who’s got it is the drummer in a big band; sort of Carnegie Hall revisited. I used to 
think I was a fantastic drummer and I had to have a job where music was involved. I was playing 
at the Dorchester and I suddenly let fly into a solo; the band stopped, everybody else stopped and 
the governor of the place asked the pianist what was up. The pianist asked me what I did that for 
as it was a waltz. I replied that he had said “Bash it” and he said “No, I said tacit which means stop 
completely”. I then went to my teacher, Max Abrams, who taught Parnell and people like that and 
when I told him what I’d done, he said “Oh, you want to learn to play then?” and that’s more or less 
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how it started. When he got me jobs he used to say “Du-Val, I don’t care a damn about you, you 
don’t interest me at all. When I put you in a job it’s my name you’re taking, not yours”, which I 
thought was a funny approach. The first job he gave me was with Sid Phillips and that’s where I 
learned to calm down. As I went through he got me jobs with Joe Loss, Shirley Bassey and people 
like that, doing session work. 

You lived in Old Compton Street near the 2is. 

If you go along Old Compton Street on the corner of Wardour 
Street there’s a big block of flats and I was at the top so I could 
look down on the 2is. When people talk about Cliff Richard and 
that he was discovered at the 2is, as far as I know (I was told on 
good authority) he was discovered at Act 1 Scene 1 opposite the 
2is. This was another place where you met and played guitar or 
you could go along and sing.  

What was the first band you joined? 

The first band I really worked with was the Sid Phillips Band, 
doing session work for him, because my teacher knew them all 
and, from then on, when someone wanted a drummer, I was put 
in. I had to read music of course. I then moved on to circuses 
where I had to carry a basket with all the horns and whistles 
which was the hardest work. This was with Lord George Sanger’s 
circus in the late forties. I was only with Sid’s band for a few 
weeks as I was just depping. Where Clem Cattini has played on 

dozens of records, mine were all sessions. When I worked with Jerry Lee Lewis and the like, they 
were private dos which weren’t open to the public. Session work wasn’t all that profitable. A friend 
of mine played on “A Whiter Shade of Pale” and from what I hear he got £12 to £14 as a drummer 
for porterage fees but a drummer who didn’t play on the record got five grand. I know that Bobby 
Graham played on all the Dave Clark records - Dave Clark never played on them, Bobby did the 
lot - but what a businessman, millionaire, he wrote the tunes and was a clever man. 

I then played in all sorts of things like Irish Ceilidh bands, old time music hall; I worked with Ken 
Mackintosh who was on the original Come Dancing on TV, Lou Preager, Joe Loss, and Syd Dean 
who was the big man for Rank. None of these were long-term; a drummer would be going away 
for a couple of weeks and Max would put me in there. This continued through the fifties. I used to 
play trad jazz with Cy Laurie at the back of Ham Yard across from the Windmill Theatre. I only 
played a few times until I told him where to get off. I’d just bought an Ajax drum kit which, for me, 
was expensive at £153 and he wanted me to tap the side. Now the side has a lovely plastic 
covering and I said I wasn’t going to play on the side as I’d just bought the kit.  

I then moved into the Rock'n'Roll world. Tony Meehan offered me some dep work for him as I was 
teaching him at the time. Another time I had the chance to play for Ringo Starr; they were going all 
round the world but I said I wouldn’t take it. I said “Funny haircuts and funny suits, I don’t really 
want to do it.” I pointed out what would happen when Ringo came back? I wouldn’t have any work 
and so a friend of mine, Jimmie Nicol, took it. When he took the job George Harrison said it was 
like having a car with only three wheels although I admired Jimmie and thought he was some hell 
of a drummer. When it came to signing autographs the kids wanted to see the four whose photos 
were on the wall and he wasn’t amongst them. In the end I heard that, after that, he went as a 
dustman and now nobody knows where he is or if he is alive. 

When I was with Cy Laurie, there was another band, Bill Brunskill who played a cornet/trumpet 
which wasn’t a cornet and it wasn’t a trumpet. My style of jazz was the Benny Goodman Quartet 
and I still run a band similar to that, with Krupa type playing. I now have a guy who played with the 
Bonzo Dog Doo Dah Band and the Temperance Seven and, although it’s not my kind of jazz, what 
they do is good. He’s got the face of Jesus, a ponytail, and he covers all his reeds with dirty old Y-
fronts during a break. He sings like they did in the old days but without a megaphone - A 
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nightingale sang in Berkeley Square. They love him. I’ve got my own jazz club at Henfield, near 
Worthing. 

So we’re heading into the fifties. 

I think the first Rock'n'Roll record I ever heard was Ike Turner’s “Rocket 88” in about 1955. 
Probably my favourite band of the fifties was Bill Haley. There was a union dispute over here, the 
Musicians Union restrictions on the exchange of musicians, so I worked for a while in 1957 with 
Freddie Bell and the Bellboys who had a hit with “Giddy Up A Ding Dong” and from then on I 
started to play with Rock'n'Roll bands because I liked that kind of music.  

One time we were on the stage with Bill Haley at the 
Trocadero, Elephant and Castle and, at the end, the 
Teddy Boys were ripping up the seats and the people 
at the same time. To get out, luckily being small, I hid 
behind a bass drum, not that anyone knew me but I 
had to throw sticks and anything down to them to get 
out. But I just loved the music. Then we hit what I call 
the ‘twang-bang’ parade or the sixties. A lot of jazzers 
played Rock'n'Roll during the fifties like Tony Crombie, 
Red Price, Benny Green but they did it for the money 
while I did it because I enjoyed it.  

When I started playing Rock'n'Roll I used to go to France from London every Friday and sit in with 
the bands over there. I used to hang around these guys when I was little. I used to walk around 
with a pair of drumsticks in my pocket and when you were talking to me I’d turn around, drop the 
sticks and say “What’s that down there?” The greatest thrill of my life was one night when Sidney 
Bechet was on the stage and he invited me up to do just one number. Little old me and it was the 
greatest honour.  

I lived in France, in Pigalle and Brittany, for about a year although I never 
spoke the language. Later on in France I formed a big band and Sacha 
Distel was my guitar player; he sang but he was my guitar player. It didn’t 
last long, it was just a bit of fun. In my book Sacha was a better guitar player 
than he was a singer. That was the time when I’d heard about Bert Weedon 
and Sinatra had said he was one of his favourite guitar players. 

What happened once you left France and returned to the UK? 

I went straight back to Soho again until in 1964 I moved out to the coast. I did get a bit mixed up 
with the dope scene. Why? Because Krupa was supposed to take drugs so I had to do it because I 
admired him. Prompted by my teacher I went for this terrible, terrible cure which wasn’t a normal 
cure, it wasn’t even legal. They put me in a small room, the size of a toilet, took my clothes, put my 
hands behind my back, dumped my food on the floor and I had to kneel down to eat it. That 
certainly taught me a lesson, I’ll tell you. When you used to go anywhere in those days they’d roll 
up your sleeve to check for track marks but I had mine stuck in my buttocks.  

Getting towards the sixties my room was full of Gene Krupa memorabilia; I 
think my earliest piece was a recording of him playing on a matchbox. 
Eventually my teacher asked if I wanted to meet him at the Gaumont State in 
Kilburn which was absolutely marvellous. When I saw him I was just 
dumbstruck and he said “Come on here man, come and talk to me”. All he 
seemed interested in was talking about what I was doing and I was talking to 
my idol. He used to love watching cowboy films. I told him I loved his 
Slingerland kit and he took me out on the stage at Kilburn to see it; it was 
white but blue came through when the light shone on it. That made my day 

and, apart from playing the London Palladium with Emile Ford, that is my greatest memory. I 
eventually passed the collection on to the drummer in the Benny Goodman band. 
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I got a call from Emile Ford in 1962 when he had a flat in Fitzroy Square and something had 
happened to his drummer and he asked me to stand in. Emile never had a lead guitar player, just 
rhythm all the time. He asked me if I was free one night as they had a gig. He said “Be at the 
Palladium, five o’clock for band call”. I couldn’t believe it; I was just a cocky little git then but I really 
thought I was the biggest thing, playing at the Palladium. The Grades were Emile’s managers at 
the time and the first night I was put on a really high stand behind the rhythm and bass guitars and 
the three girls (one of whom later married Joe Brown). I noticed as I was playing the stage was 
moving under my feet and I was about eight feet up in the air. What I liked about the Palladium 
was that when you were in the dressing room you heard someone say “Ladies and Gentlemen, we 
are on the air in exactly twenty minutes, so if anybody is with anybody they shouldn’t be… move”. 
You should have heard the commotion after that. I remember I was on there one night with 
Johnnie Ray and he fell out with the saxophonist in the band. Helen Shapiro was on another night 
and I felt sorry for her as her manager kept telling her to make her dresses shorter.  

I remember Nina and Frederick at the Palladium having a good go at one another in the dressing 
room. Another time we’d heard that Buddy Rich hated Dusty Springfield for what she was and, 
when she was supposed to come on stage with the big band there, Buddy on drums, she was 
introduced and the band sat there in silence. I was also told that Buddy was playing out in a desert 
and one guy had a beard and Buddy told him to shave it off. He didn’t want bearded men in his 
band so he had to shave it off or be dropped right there. 

There was a great character I knew behind the Palladium who was in the schmutter game, the rag 
trade. If any new furniture or rolls of silk came in, he was on a big, high bank and he used to sign 
them in. A funny man like Andy Capp, two huge cauliflower ears, a big wart on his nose and bent 
right over. He loved having peanuts in bread rolls and fortunately he was behind a shield because 
if he spoke to you, you’d have been pebble-dashed. He used to let me park my car in there 
sometimes so I parked it there one night and asked if there was anything coming in. He said no 
and asked where I was going and I told him I was going to see a film called ‘Legs Diamond’. 
“Rubbish” he said, “Come and see me later on”. I went to see him the next morning and he 
showed me this book called ‘The New York Tribune’. It had Dillinger, Al Capone, Machine Gun 
Kelly, and in the corner in a little insert was a face I thought I recognised. It was him and he was 
known as Horseface Charlie and I asked him why he was working there when he could have sold 
his story. He told me that even now it was still a closed shop and he couldn’t get his memoirs 
published. He’d been their driver. I came back to Soho a couple of years later and he was still 
there pushing dustcarts, big bins on wheels, around. 

Of course there was Iron Foot Jack who used to dress a bit like you 
Keith with a black hat. He wouldn’t ponce off anybody, he’d work to 
live doing little jobs and what a great character he was. All in black 
and walked around Soho. I remember a woman who put me up for a 
while… she wasn’t on the game. One of the prostitutes used to 
come down the club and I was in the conversation when she was 
asked why she did it, and she said she had a son at Roedean. 
Every night I used to go and talk to her (no funny business, I knew 
where she’d been) and we used to sit there and chat until one night 
she said she was going to leave. A guy she was going with used to 
give her lots of money just to talk, he didn’t want sex, and when he 
died he left her nearly two million pounds. When I played in some of 
the clubs down there like the Top Ten you’d get these big actors 
come in, just sit down, have a beer and watch.  

How long were you with Emile Ford for? 

About three years and then I left and joined Jimmy Justice and the Exchequers. Then I did a bit 
with Johnny Kidd and some sessions with Jerry Lee and Gene Vincent. I was with Johnny Kidd in 
1963 at a club down Berwick Street owned by Harry the Hatchet. When I was working for Jack 
Spot Comer in his club in Paddington I found a note on my drums ‘Don’t play the Highball club 
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tonight’ so I took my kit and cleared off. The next day I went back to the club in the afternoon and it 
looked okay but I didn’t know that the upstairs had been blown away, someone had bombed it. A 
shady looking guy came up to me and asked where I had been last night and I showed him the 
note. He took me to Jack Spot who read the note and told me to get back and do my work. That 
was a hairy moment I tell you. 

When we went on the road, remember that number “A Picture of You” by Joe Brown, his first wife, 
Vicky Haseman, one-time Vernon Girl, was one of our backing group and we used to rehearse 
that number with Emile. 

When I played with Jerry Lee Lewis a big estate somewhere in Buckinghamshire had hired him for 
the night - what a mad devil he was. They’d built an extra stage so I was playing on top, the bass 
player behind me and Jerry Lee was sitting at the front on the normal stage. I didn’t have a lot to 
say to him. I remember once there was an argument going on and someone had said “You play 
good Rock'n'Roll”. Jerry Lee looked at him and said “Piss off! I’m a country and western man”. 

I was in Chas McDevitt’s coffee bar, the Freight Train, when someone 
came up and asked if he could do the Palladium tonight. He said “Can’t 
you see I’m busy serving?” which he was. The guy explained that Jerry 
Lee was over and they couldn’t accept what he’d done with his 13 year 
old cousin. He was a nice guy Chas and I still remember when I was ill 
he came to see me as the Freight Train was three doors away from 
where I lived. 

You also worked with Gene Vincent? 

I only did a couple of gigs with him and met up with him again when he came over here after he ’d 
gone downhill a bit. He asked me to one place where about three people turned up and it broke 
me knowing the great man he was. Forget his temperament; it was just not nice to see what had 
happened. 

Someone else you worked with was Mahalia Jackson. 

She was with Sidney Bechet. I only worked with her once and she sang “The Lord’s Prayer” which 
was fantastic. We did a show with Chuck Berry, we weren’t backing him, but we were on the same 
bill. He came walking on the stage, just got off the aircraft, the band had never rehearsed with him, 
he put his guitar down and said “Hi, I’m here to do some Chuck Berry songs” and as soon as he’d 
finished he cleared off back to the airport.  

I put a big band together to play the Olympia in Paris and we 
played a late session after midnight which they recorded. The 
reports were terrible: ‘Why do Rock'n'Rollers go into this kind of 
music when they should stick to Rock'n'Roll?’, ‘It’s sacrilege to the 
big band era’. I got slaughtered but they were a good band. 

I did some sessions with Johnny Hallyday; we didn’t record but we 
played a famous jazz club on the Seine. He didn’t have a lot to say 
as he didn’t speak very good English. I don’t know if he sang a bit 
like Fury but he was very good at what he did.  

Frank Sinatra said if anyone is going to take his place, Matt Monro 
is the guy. We backed Matt at Brighton when I was with Sid 
Phillips and he sang “Portrait Of My Love”. For some unknown 
reason he stopped, picked up an old fashioned penny, looked 
around and said “You want change buddy?” Obviously someone in 
the crowd wasn’t happy as his wife was ogling Matt and he had thrown the coin. 

At the Top Rank Suite, Bruce Forsyth wanted to come down the stairs as the bass player tried to 
go up them. The language there! Forsyth said “Get your fucking chin out of the way, I want to 
come downstairs”. Cilla Black came there and all she wanted was a man in her dressing room. I 
can’t prove any of this so it’s all hearsay. 
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We were backing Shirley Bassey and we heard this hell of a thing going in the dressing room, 
glass smashing while we were sitting on the stage. What had happened was she’d come into 
Brighton and was meant to be met by an entourage but they were on the wrong platform so 
nobody met her. They eventually calmed her down and she came in to do the session with us. She 
looked at me and said “If you miss one tiny beat I’ll have you”. Why pick on me? There was one 
place where she hit a beat and you had to hit the drum at the same time and if you didn’t get that 
right… I tell you what, Buddy Rich wasn’t in her class. 

Tell us about your drumming marathon in the Guinness Book of Records Raye. 

I did it because I’m not famous, pretty well-known but only in 
one part of the country, and thought I’d try and go worldwide 
with the drumming marathon. Rory Blackwell did it (28 hours, 3 
mins, 15 seconds) so I pipped him on that (30 hours, 3 mins, 15 
seconds). Jim Rodgers took it up to 80 hours (80 hours, 35 
mins, 14 seconds) so I pipped him on that (82 hours, 35 mins, 
14 seconds) and then I took it up to 100 hours (100 hours, 1 
min, 15 seconds) in 1960. However, now my records aren’t 
recognised as all marathon records were reset to zero in 1998. 
I’ve still got the books showing my records and the videos from 
the Top Ten Club and a boxers club in the east end but, by law, 

you now have to take breaks although my records were set mostly non-stop. Norris McWhirter told 
me I’m still the only one to win three times. I don’t call it a great achievement or claim to be a great 
drummer; you just had to have the stamina which I did. The boys that came and helped me out 
were the Tremeloes. They even had me walking up and down Berwick Street, still playing, 
because my feet were swollen up. The record is now well over 100 hours but that’s with breaks 
which I didn’t have. They fed me while I played and if I went to the toilet I had to take a snare drum 
with me, with a guy witnessing me do it, while I played with one hand. 

What have you been doing in more recent times? 

I’ve now got my own jazz club in Henfield in 
Horsham, West Sussex. I don’t particularly 
like the music I’m playing but I’m earning a 
few bob - at 83 I want to earn some money. 
It’s early ‘30s jazz and the band enjoys it. I 
also sit in with a band called Music Box and 
they are good. They introduced me the 
other night by saying their regular drummer 
couldn’t make it so they got the best 
drummer in Sussex… but he couldn’t make 
it either so they got me. I also have the 
Soho Village Jazz Band or the Soho Village 
Swing Quartet depending on requirements.  

You played for us back in 2007. Our first gig 
was the Skiffle 50 Show at the Water Rats 
in 2006 before we moved to the 100 Club in 
2007. 

I must say if it wasn’t for you and this 
Rock'n'Roll band, Music Box, I play for, I 
think I would be in despair. It keeps it alive 
for me. 

Thank you for that Raye, it’s been great. 

Thank you for the meal.  
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Dear Sister Rosa… 
Dear Sister Rosa, 

I would like your advice on how to deal with my increasing senior 
moments. 

The way I have until now managed - for example,  forgetting what 
I was talking about mid conversation - was to feign a coughing or 
sneezing fit and then ask my partner in discourse where I had got 

too. Unfortunately due to a recent stress incontinence incident I have to rethink my strategy. 

Can you help me? 

Embarrassed Woodie 
Sister Rosa replies:-- 

Dear Embarrassed Woodie, 

First let me sympathise with your problem and say how prevalent  
this difficulty is for The Silent and Boomer generations plus those 
with the busy lives of a younger generation. 

What I am saying is that it is not necessary to be ashamed of this quirk (unless it becomes more 
serious - like forgetting to get dressed before going out!) 

We are all aware of turning on the computer and by the time it has warmed up forgetting the 
reason for using it; going upstairs for - well who can remember? Talking to someone without 
recalling their name and where you know them from. 

Everyone will have their own examples. 

So with no shame attached to senior moments, tackle them with a 
smile and a rueful apology saying something like "I've lost the thread 
of my conversation. Where did we leave things?" 

If your listener can't recall, they were probably not listening and were 
enjoying their own thoughts. In this case alter the conversation to 
something you know will hold their interest and allow them to do the 
talking. That way you will be remembered as an interested listener 
rather than a boring old buffer. 

All senior moments can be met with similar common sense and good 
humour to enable us all to enjoy our lives when so many of our age 
are no longer here to appreciate life's many experiences. 

I hope you continue to socialise regardless and that I have offered you 
some useful pointers. 

 

   Sister Rosa Thorpe  
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I was standing at a bus stop in St Helens when I noticed a young man, with a guitar case slung 
over his shoulder, coming towards me. It turned out that he was an American, from Washington. 
“Excuse me,” he said. “Could you tell me how I get to Liverpool-Home-Of-The-Beatles?” He 
pronounced it like that, as if it were Chorlton-cum-Hardy. 

I was tempted to reply: ”Do you mean Liverpool-Home-Of-The-Big-Three-The-Remo-Four-The-
Searchers-Rory-Storm-And-The-Hurricanes-etc.?” 

This obsession with the Beatles has always annoyed me. It seems that no other group but them 
existed at the time. I have written in TFTW a long time ago how unimpressed we were when we 
went to see them in 1961. (Not quite correct: Our bass/rhythm guitar player thought they were 
“good” but that is hardly a rave review.) 

Since then, of course, a Beatles industry has developed, with a relentless, remorseless overkill, 
starting with Dora Bryan's “All I want for Christmas is a Beatle”, Jimmy Tarbuck's little joke: “I'm the 
Fifth Beatle”, and even Lord Home's remark in the Commons (said with a smirk): “The Beatles are 
my secret weapon.” 

The intelligentsia have also had a field day: Tony Palmoff's “The best song writers since Schubert” 
and the heavy, humourless analysis of “Sergeant Pepper”, as if it were the Dead Sea Scrolls. See 
also the extract from Wikipedia: everything in that crit was first done by Buddy Holly! 

This ridiculous hype affected the group, too. John Lennon came to believe that not only was he a 
singer/songwriter but also a thinker, philosopher and social reformer. There was just one problem: 
he didn't have the brains! Sample: “All we are saying is give peace a chance.” And all I am saying 
is that that is a meaningless platitude. 

Towards the end of his short life he indulged in silly publicity stunts and attempts to prove that a 
shrieking harridan called Joko Omo had talent. 

The Liverpool Tourist Board would claim that the Beatles' association with Liverpool has been a 
beneficial one. It brings in lots of tourists, they would say, and boosts the local economy. However, 
I wonder how many of these tourists bother to visit non-Beatle sites in the city? Liverpool was a 
remarkable place long before they stepped onto the Cavern stage. It will still be remarkable long 
after they are totally forgotten. 

 

There is a statue of the Beatles at the Pier Head. There are always visitors photographing each 
other in front of it (often Japanese). A short distance away is another statue – of Captain Johnny 
Walker. He was an aggressive foe of the U-Boats in World War 2 and did more than anyone else 
to win the Battle of the Atlantic. He literally worked himself to death. How many Beatles fans know 
or care who he was or what he achieved?  

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjZsOzzq4PUAhXNERQKHc9fCMIQjRwIBw&url=http://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/whats-on/arts-culture-news/poppies-coming-liverpool-5-citys-10322540&psig=AFQjCNEeN8PRQZ5yjK_UaHmNw8jtDY5yVw&ust=1495537070811196
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Al Wilson said it all: 
 

On her way to work one morning 

Down the path alongside the lake 

A tender hearted woman saw a poor half frozen snake 

His pretty coloured skin had been all frosted with the dew 

"Oh well," she cried, "I'll take you in and I'll take care of you" 

"Take me in oh tender woman 

Take me in, for heaven's sake 

Take me in oh tender woman" sighed the snake 

 

She wrapped him up all cozy in a coverture of silk 

And then laid him by the fireside with some honey and some milk 

Now she hurried home from work that night and soon as she arrived 

She found that pretty snake she'd taken in had been revived 

 

Now she clutched him to her bosom, "You're so beautiful," she cried 

"But if I hadn't brought you in by now you might have died." 

Now she stroked his pretty skin and then she kissed and held him tight 

But instead of saying thanks, that snake gave her a vicious bite 

 

"I saved you," cried that woman 

"And you've bit me even, why? 

You know your bite is poisonous and now I'm going to die." 

"Oh shut up, silly woman," said the reptile with a grin 

"You knew damn well I was a snake before you took me in" 

 

Dedicated to Salman Albedi and two generations of naïve UK politicians.  
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Nick’s Road Trip 

Long Island Doo Wop Weekend 

April 1 

I'm at the start of another American road trip, this time 
with fellow Woodies Alan Lloyd, John Howard and 
Jonathan Batten. Our starting point is Long Island, 
where we are planning to go to the LAR Doo-Wop 
weekend which starts today. First though, after a drive 
around in the pouring rain, we took a chance on 
catching a couple of rock guitarists at the Art Deco 
Suffolk Theater in Riverhead. First up was G E Smith, 
formerly the guitarist with Hall and Oates and the 
Saturday Night Live TV show, who was surprisingly 
good. A superb guitarist, he was excellent vocally as 
well on a couple of Love numbers, My Little Red Book 

and 7 Plus 7 Is, and Arrowhead, a song written by Richard Shindell to which he's added an extra 
verse. His bass player made a fair stab at Psychotic Reaction, but the highlight was an extended 
version of Bo Diddley's Mona, which featured. G E showing off his guitar prowess including hints 
of Duane Eddy and the Stones, among others. He finished with a strong version of Thousand 
Dollar Car, a song recorded by the Bottle Rockets. 

The star of the show was Rick Derringer, one time front man of the 
McCoys and long associated with Johnny and Edgar Winter. What a 
disappointment he turned out to be. A heavy rock self-proclaimed 
'guitar hero', he's also a Christian Trump supporter who recently 
bragged about how he regularly took a loaded gun on flights. His first 
number, Turn My Life Round, was dull Christian rock and the best 
part of his act was his 1965 'Ohio state rock anthem' Hang On 
Sloopy, recorded when he was just 17, which included the second 
verse edited out of the McCoys’ hit version. He followed up with Free 
Ride, a song he recorded with Johnny Winter, and then requested 
that the audience stand up for a distorted instrumental version of Star 
Spangled Banner. Amazingly, to us English anyway, 90 per cent of 
them did just that.  

I found it gut wrenchingly embarrassing, but things got worse as he moved on to Real American, a 
song dedicated to brave Americans defending their country and 'everyone under God'. He was 
urged on both by the audience and his band, comprising long time bass player Charlie Torres and 
drummer Ken Montinot. He continued with the Edgar Winter instrumental Frankenstein, the 
Johnny Winter song Rock And Roll Hoochie Coo, which gave Rick his only solo hit, and, finally, 
and thankfully, after these heavy rock travesties, I Play Guitar. Rick was clearly playing to an 
appreciative audience, but I found it pretty tedious and slightly sick making.  

Never mind, it's off to the Doo-Wop show today, after lunch in a local diner with John Broven and 
Boston based Noah Shaffer. There are some other Woodies here as well, including Mick 
Wakeling, Mike Bunning and Dick Taylor. 

Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles 

from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip 

over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick. 

http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/
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April 2 

Day one of the annual Doo-Wop Weekend in Long Island could have been subtitled The Return of  
Kenny Vance. The former Jay and the Americans singer is a 
great favourite here, but has been seriously ill for the last three 
years. His return was greeted by an ecstatic audience and his 
fairly low key set, which included a less than impressive duet 
with his son on Let It Be Me, was received rapturously. I thought 
it was an April Fool but apparently not as the crowd reception 
was bordering on religious fervour. He started low key with an 
acoustic My Vow To You, which was soporific, but Wonderful 
Girl and Looking For An Echo were good and I could see the 
appeal by the end of his set. 

The rest of the show was, as ever, a marathon with 16 acts appearing, although not Barbara 
Lewis, who I was looking forward to seeing. The Jarmels (Little Bit Of Soap) started things off well, 
although Joe Villa, once of the 3 Friends and the Royalteens, was average. Next up was Tony 
Middleton and the Willows (Church Bells Will Ring) who was fine as was Johnny Farina, playing 
steel on Pipeline, Rebel Rouser and Sleepwalk. Jimmy Clanton, looking immaculate as ever, 
reprised Go Jimmy Go, Just A Dream and Venus In Blue Jeans and the Heartbeats (A Thousand 
Miles Away) were quite impressive. Next up were the Coasters. Not sure who's in the current line 
up but they were note perfect on Poison Ivy, Young Blood, Charlie Brown and Yakety Yak. 

After an intermission we had The Dubs, featuring 
original member Cleveland Still, who were excellent on 
Could This Be Magic, the Fireflies, who failed to set 
their contribution alight, and Tony Passa of the 
Fascinators, who was okay on Chapel Bells and Oh 
Rose Marie. It was good to see Johnny Tillotson, who 
was given a slightly longer set, which included a couple 
of favourites of mine, It Keeps Right On A Hurting and 
Without You, plus Send Me The Pillow, Dreamy Eyes 
and, of course, Poetry In Motion. Lenny Dell and The 
Dimensions' set (Over The Rainbow) was rather spoiled 
by a screechy female singer, Willie Winfield and the 
Harptones followed up strongly, including Sunday Kind 
Of Love, and the Orioles were superb on Too Soon To Know (lead singer Clive Walker said he 
was born in 1948, the year it was recorded), an R&B version of Baby Please Don't Go and Crying 
In The Chapel. Then there were the Teenagers, including original member Herman Santiago, who 
were fun on Goody Goody, I Promise To Be True, The ABCs of Love and Why Do Fools Fall In 
Love. 

As ever the show was held together by Bobby Jay, who also sang bass with a couple of the 
groups, and Cool Bobby B. Organiser Rob Albanese put the minds of the faithful at rest by saying 
that although this show was billed as The Finale, there will be another show next spring, although 
with fewer acts who will each get more stage time. This was an enjoyable day with a pretty high 
standard throughout and I'm looking forward to day two today. 

April 3 

Day two of the Doo-Wop Weekend in Long Island was a real treat, as it featured not only Doo-
Wop, but some great girl group sounds from the early sixties. First up of the original groups was 
the Quotations, who featured their hit song Imagination, plus Let Me In and Smoke Gets In Your 
Eyes and were very enjoyable. Jimmy Stephens of the Safaris followed, with their hit Image Of A 
Girl, plus Teenager In Love. The first of the sixties girl groups were the Orlons from Philadelphia, a 
group with three females and one male, who were excellent on Wah Watusi, Not Me, Don't Hang 
Up and South Street. Then it was the turn of another mixed female/male group the Majors, with a 
lead singer who absolutely nailed Just A Little Bit Now and A Wonderful Dream. 
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One of the highlights of the evening came next: a female 
supergroup comprising five singers from girl groups of 
the early sixties, each of whom contributed one number 
each. Margaret Williams of the Cookies sang Chains, 
Nanette Licari of Reparata and the Delrons contributed 
Whenever A Teenager Cries, Louise Murray of the 
Jaynetts did Sally Go Round The Roses, Beverley 
Warren of the Raindrops sang The Kind Of Boy You 
Can't Forget, and Lilian Walker of the Exciters did Tell 
Him. All of them sounded very close to the originals and 
were great to listen to. An absolute delight. 

Next up was the next generation of doowoppers Kid Kyle, 
whose voice was pure on Little Bitty Pretty One, Earth 
Angel, I'm So Young and The Diary, although he stopped a 
couple of them when the band, who were excellent on both 
nights, started wrongly to his ears. Larry Chance and the 
Earls followed. He's a very funny guy and not a bad singer 
as Never, the self-penned Acapella With My Friends, 
Remember Then and I Believe showed. Finishing off the 
first half was Freddie Cannon, who tried hard to get some 
audience involvement but failed. His numbers included 
Tallahassee Lassie, Way Down Yonder, a rather dull 
Shake Rattle and Roll, Palisades Park, Action, an attempt at Land of 1000 Dances and a Chuck 
Berry tribute. I've seen Freddie before and enjoyed him, but this time the band seemed not to 
really get him and he struggled. 

The second half of the show kicked off with the Capris, the lead singer 
of whom did an Eddie Holman sound-alike on Hey There Lonely Girl 
and their great hit There's A Moon Out Tonight.  Then came a real 
treat: La La Brooks, lead singer of the Crystals, looked fantastic for her 
near 70 years and sounded great on Then He Kissed Me, There's No 
Other Like My Baby, Da Doo Ron Ron and Proud Mary, during which 
she bounded around the audience like a teenager. I think I'm in love! 

Things went downhill somewhat with the next act, Chuck Giroud, who 
sang lead with both the Hondells and the Castells. He did his best on 
Little Honda, Sacred and So This Is Love but his voice isn't the 
greatest. The rest of the show was pure doowop, firstly with the 
Mystics, who were smooth as silk on Higher and Higher, their big hit 
Hushabye and Zing Went The Strings Of My Heart. Also good were 

John Kuse and the Excellents who reprised their US hit Coney Island Baby, and Jimmy Gallaher 
and the Passions, who were close to perfection on This Night Was Made For Love, Gloria and 
Just To Be With You. Finally it was a return for Jay Siegel and the Tokens. Jay retains a great 
voice, which was evident on Tonight I Fell In Love, Portrait Of My Love, and. especially, The Lion 
Sleeps Tonight. 

I felt that the second half, La La Brooks excepted, was a little repetitive, with a string of similar 
sounding Doo-Wop groups, each of them good in their way, but rather similar. But it was a great 
evening overall, and another great weekend. Will I come next year for the slimmed down show? 
Not sure, but probably not, based on the names announced so far. 

Chicago Blues and Route 66 

April 7 

After the Doo-Wop Weekend our last day on the East Coast was spent in Manhattan, where, in 
glorious sunshine, we did some of the sights, including the Dakota building near Central Park and 
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the Strawberry Fields park opposite where there is a mosaic with the word Imagine. It seems 
plenty of people still revere John Lennon. From there we flew to Chicago (my first time there) 
where the weather was cold and wet. Not a problem our first night however as we walked the short 
distance from our hotel to Buddy Guy's Legends club. Ignore those who say it's just for tourists. It's 
a really nice place, well designed with photos of the blues greats and guitars on the walls, and the 
music was well worth the visit. 

The singer, Mz Peaches, is a blues singer with a big 
voice to match her body and belted out her numbers 
with the power of an Etta James or a Ko Ko Taylor. 
Backed by the Casanovas, she began with great, 
extended versions of Walking the Back Streets and 
Crying and Ernestine, which showed off her pleading 
style to perfection. Other excellent numbers in her first 
set included the upbeat If It Don't Fit Don't Force It, the 
Pointer Sisters' Fire, with help from a lady called Miss 
Stella, My Babe, Let’s Get Together, Hoochie Coochie 
Woman and Etta's I Just Want To Make Love To You. 
By the time of her second set the audience, most of 

whom were clearly not blues experts, were well lubricated and she moved into more mainstream 
territory with Let the Good Times Roll, the predictable (although well performed) Mustang Sally, Ko 
Ko's Wang Dang Doodle and Bad Girls, performed as a trio by Peaches, Stella and another lady. 
The corporate types in the audience, and some of her friends from the South Side, got up to 
boogie to I Will Survive and then Proud Mary, with a touch of Tutti Frutti. Not blues perhaps, but 
much enjoyed by the exuberant crowd. A highlight of the evening was a performance of Dr 
Feelgood by another large lady called Mary. It was not the purest night of blues but good fun, and I 
really liked the club. 

The following day we wandered around the wet and windy and 
bloody cold city looking at the sights and in the evening, after an 
excellent meal at Maggianos Little Italy, we moved next door to Blue 
Chicago, a much smaller blues club. The material played by the J W 
Williams band was familiar stuff, including favourites such as I've Got 
My Mojo Working, but J W is a good and amusing singer, and his 
guitarist and female keyboard player were excellent and I Feel Good 
and Further Up the Road were particularly effective. Singing with him 
was Demetria Taylor, who I saw a few years back at the King 
Biscuit Festival. She's another lady with a big voice and a good 
stage manner. Numbers included Miss May's Juke Joint, Ernestine 
(again) and Meet Me With Your Black Drawers On. Good though she 
was, we gave up midway through her second set when she launched 
into the ubiquitous Mustang Sally.  

Night three in Chicago saw a return to Legends to 
catch 88 year old blues guitarist Jimmy Johnson. 
Despite backing many blues greats over the years 
Jimmy didn't record his first full album until he was 50. 
He has more than made up for it since then with a 
string of fine albums. On the strength of this show, 
which he dedicated to Lonnie Brooks, he remains at 
the top of his game both instrumentally and vocally. 
Going Down To Louisiana was a tour de force as was 
Born Under A Bad Sign. He also included some 
brilliant Doo-Wop in the form of Daddy’s Home. 
Fantastic. 
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April 13 

Since leaving Chicago on Friday we've been travelling along Route 66 taking in the many 
museums, old gas stations and motels and quirky giant objects that line the way. The song was 
written by Bobby Troup and is best known sung by Nat ‘King’ Cole and Chuck Berry. To quote the 
song,  

‘It winds from Chicago to LA, More than two thousand miles all the way. Get your kicks 
on Route sixty-six. Now you go through Saint Louis, Joplin, Missouri, and Oklahoma 
City is mighty pretty, you'll see Amarillo, Gallup, New Mexico, Flagstaff, Arizona. Don't 
forget Winona, Kingman, Barstow, San Bernandino.’  

We’ve seen the last couple of towns, plus Santa Monica, where Route 66 officially ends, in the 
past, but on this trip we took in the rest of the route (although we forgot Winona – how could we!) 

     

The first day was spent in Illinois, where we had a look at the murals and museums in Pontiac and 
had lunch in Bloomington, where I bought a few 45s. In the tiny hamlet of Atlanta we had a look at 
the Bunyan Giant, holding a giant hot dog, an abandoned drive in cinema in Litchfield and the 
monument to Mother Jones, an early trade union leader. We spent the night in St Louis and in the 
evening visited Chuck Berry's former club Blueberry Hill. His statue across the road was adorned 
with flowers and trinkets. From there we went downtown to BB's Jazz Blues and Soups where 
another venerable bluesman was playing, Big George Brock. He was well supported by singer 
Candice Wagner and Freddie Dixon, son of Willie. George had trouble getting onto the stage but 
can still play a mean harp. 

Next day we visited the famous Gateway Arch, which I’ve been 
to before, but it was closed. An impressive structure however. 
We toured Missouri stopping off at various little towns along the 
way, including Fanning, with its giant rocking chair. We took a 
detour to Branson, Missouri's answer to Las Vegas, but didn't 
stop as every act in the many theatres was a tribute band. We 
stayed the night in Springfield, which had a surprisingly lively 
downtown area. Mind you, it was Saturday. 

On Sunday we passed through Joplin and travelled on a disused part of Route 66 to Galena in 
Kansas, a run-down former mining town where there is a Kanotex gas station which was the 
inspiration for the movie Cars. Some of the vehicles featured in the film are still there and nearby 
there is another one, Tater. There's also the old Rainbow Bridge in Riverton. We crossed the 
border into Oklahoma, stopping off at Commerce, home town of Mickey Mantle, and Miami, where 
we had lunch. From there we drove to Tulsa, a big town which seemingly has few people out on a 
Sunday and no tourist attractions. A few miles out of town, though, we came across a 4-8-4 
locomotive and coach sitting by the side of the road. That night we stayed in Oklahoma City and 
had an excellent meal in Cheevers restaurant. Downtown there are quite a few bars and clubs in 
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Bricktown and we looked in at the Mojo Blues bar. Unfortunately the band playing were too loud 
and too heavy. 

        

On Monday we stopped off at the Route 66 museum in Clinton, which is quite well done. From 
there we drove to the small town of Erick, where both Roger Miller and Sheb Wooley were born. 
Sadly the Roger Miller museum was closed, but just down the road we came across the Sandhills  

Curiosity Shop, which has dozens of ancient 
advertising boards and other items outside. Inside 
we were greeted by Harley, an over the top 
bearded eccentric guy who welcomed us like old 
friends and showed us around his shop, which 
contains weird and wonderful stuff of all kinds. 
Harley and his late wife Annabelle used to perform 
as 'Mediocre Music Makers' and he treated us to 
our own special version of Route 66 which I 
videoed (check it out on YouTube). After that we 
had a dreadful fish lunch in a newly opened place 
in Amarillo, where the local TV reporter was 
interviewing the owner. Near there is  the Cadillac 
Ranch where a dozen or so cars are buried with 

their noses in a field. Visitors are encouraged to spray paint graffiti on them. We spent the night in 
Tucumcari in New Mexico, a small town which has suffered from the construction of the Interstate 
and is now living on past glories. The original Route 66 Motel where we stayed was pleasant 
however, with an old plane out front. 

                 

Tuesday saw us head off to Santa Fe, a town like no other that I've seen in the US. It has strong 
Spanish influences, mixed with Native American, and has the oldest building in North America, a 
mission, a cathedral and some stalls in the market square where Indians, as they seem to prefer 

Harley with John Howard, Jonathan Batten and 

Alan Lloyd 
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being called, were selling their hand made wares. Many of the buildings are adobe which gives 
them a soft glowing look. We took the road south to Albuquerque and had a quick drive through 
the old town before stopping to take a look at the fast flowing Rio Grande. Then it was off through 
the scrubby desert, with red rocky outcrops on both sides, until we reached Gallup. This is a 
railroad town and still has quite a few original buildings. We had dinner at El Rancho, a hotel and 
restaurant which has connections with movie stars from the 30s and 40s and rooms named after 
many of them, as well as photos on the walls. A fascinating place. 

        

Our final day on Route 66 saw us taking in the desert 
beauty of the Painted Desert and the Petrified Forest, 
where there are huge tree trunks that have turned to rock. 
We also stopped in Winslow, Arizona, where there are 
statues of the Eagles commemorating the line about the 
town in ‘Take It Easy’, and the pleasant town of Flagstaff 
before nearly running out of gas on the final stretch to 
Kingman and having to turn back to Seligman to fill up. We 
stayed in Kingman, which doesn't have much to 
recommend it, before leaving Route 66 for the final stage 
of our 2,500 mile journey in Las Vegas. 

Viva Las Vegas 

April 15 

After completing our Route 66 trip in Kingman we went off to the flesh pots of Las Vegas for the 
first night of Viva Las Vegas, where fellow Woodies Dave Thomas and Paul Waring were in  

attendance. It was a pretty good evening, starting off with 
Texas Steve, whose run of the mill rockabilly was enlivened by 
a couple of numbers from T J Mayes. Next up were the Rip 
'Em Ups, a band from LA, who really got the place rocking with 
a noisy, raw and exciting set. The band includes a great sax 
player and were excellent on numbers including Baby Doll and 
Wild Savage Woman 
With Blood Red Eyes. 
The rocking theme 
continued with long 

established Nashville band the Planet Rockers, including 
the cowboy attired Sonny George and Eddie Angel. Their 
set included Truck Drivers Rock, Moon Over Memphis, a 
drum performance from Billy 'Thunder' Schwartz, Bull By 
The Horns and their instrumental hit Rampage. Good solid 
rockabilly. 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-T8RAXI1VD6o/WP4B6Dg270I/AAAAAAAAPkE/vclXFvU9JSQJ9VhXrjQknOkNNUkcQEfxQCLcB/s1600/DSCN0589.JPG
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Next up was the UK's Graham Fenton, once of Matchbox. He 
started with a rather low key version of Surrender and 
continued in similar vein with Put the Blame On Me, Hurricane, 
a Gene Vincent styled Lazy River (rather out of tune), Right 
Now and the Freddie Cannon song that the band covered 
successfully Buzz Buzz A Diddle It. Rather disappointing I 
thought. Also less than 
totally convincing was 
Kim Lenz, who, despite 
being a competent singer 

and guitarist never quite hit the heights. Numbers included 
Chop Town Boogie, DJ Play That Record All Night Long and 
Slowly Speeding. Okay but a bit predictable.  

Much more exciting, and a big favourite with the crowd, was 
Lance Lipinski, who is a real showman and whose quiff puts 

others to shame. He 
plays the piano like 
Jerry Lee and did a couple of numbers on guitar too, and his 
band, including an excellent sax man, and female backing 
singers gave him good support. Numbers included upbeat 
Chuck Berry rockers and Rocket 88, and the Fleetwoods' 
ballad The Great Impostor, a song I've not heard a band do 
before. 

Next day, having queued two hours for tickets, we rested our 
weary legs and treated our eyes to the Burlesque Showcase 
starring Dita Von Teese and a dozen other gorgeous ladies. 

That afternoon I visited the Mob Museum, which I would highly recommend. 

April 16 

Two more days of Viva Las Vegas have flown by, with some great sets and one or two 
disappointments. Friday's highlight was the Stars of Rockabilly segment featuring some original 
fifties artists. Alton (Lott) and Jimmy (Harrell) recorded for Sun and they did their best-known 
number, No More Crying The Blues, plus I Just Don't Know and 1958's I Got It Made. Guitarist 
Alton also sang a song dedicated to the many tattooed fans of VLV, The Last Tattoo. They were in 
good form, as was the evergreen Sonny Burgess, along with original Pacer Bobby Crafford, who 
did old favourites such as Red Headed Woman and We Wanna Boogie. Bobby played drums and 
sang Ain't Got No Home.  

 Highlight of this segment was Larry Collins, once a 
child star in the Collins Kids, who came on stage 
with a double neck guitar, as did Deke Dickerson 
and the house band's Ashley Kingman. Larry 
showed that he's an excellent guitarist with dramatic 
flourishes which created a moody sound. Numbers 
included the death song 1955 and the Bo Diddley 
flavoured Hoy Hoy, when he was joined by Ruby 
Ann. He ended with Rockabilly Forever. Also good 
was Si Cranstoun, who produced his usual polished 
set with numbers such as Coupe De Ville, Italian 
Eyes, Love Locked and Old School. 

Car Show Saturday was hot and sunny and, as ever, 
featured some wonderful American cars and plenty of tattoos on members of the crowd, many of 
whom wore fifties fashion. Little Miss Dynamite Brenda Lee was the headliner. Still little, but 
looking more like a granny, she mostly does cabaret shows these days and it showed. There was 
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too much chat and attempts at audience requests that the band didn't know, with some good old 
US patriotism thrown in. She had a go at Sweet Nothin's and Dum Dum, but her quavery voice 
struggled somewhat on ballads such as Losing You, Fool Number 1, As Usual and All Alone Am I. 
Let's Jump The Broomstick wasn't too bad, as was the unseasonal Rockin' Around The Christmas 
Tree, but, great though it was to see a legend who I hadn't seen since 1963 when she toured the 
UK, this was a disappointing set.  

Other Car Show acts who I saw were country singer James Intveld, 
who rocked things up with Brown Eyed Handsome Man and was good 
on It's Such A Pretty World, and Stray Cat double bass player Lee 
Rocker. His set was straight ahead rockabilly with numbers such as 
Stray Cat Strut, Runaway Boys, Built For Speed, Fishnet Stockings 
and Rock This Town, but enjoyable. Also very much in the rockabilly 
mood were Texas band the Rev Horton Heat, who seemed pretty 
average from what I heard of them. Rocking Dog, Bad Reputation and 
Like A Rocket were loud but unsubtle. A proficient trio however. 

The evening saw the return of 
another female legend, Wanda 
Jackson, and she didn't 
disappoint. Seated throughout, 
the Queen of Rockabilly got it 

just right with a bit of chat about dating Elvis, but a focus on 
high quality vocals. Hits like Mean Mean Man, Lets Have A 
Party, Fujiyama Mama and Funnel Of Love were all 
performed well, as was the Amy Winehouse song You 
Know That I'm No Good, which she was persuaded to 
record by Jack White. Even the gospel number I Saw The 

Light was good and this was a stellar set. So too was the 
following set by Freddie Cannon, who, unlike at the 
Doowop Weekend two weeks ago, had no trouble getting 
the audience involved. Backed by Los Straitjackets, he 
ran through many of his hits but really hit the heights with 
a Chuck Berry tribute, including Little Queenie and Roll 
Over Beethoven. Top notch stuff and very enjoyable. 
Final show (for me) was Deke Dickerson's Guitar Geek 
Show featuring countless guitarists from a variety of 
bands. I enjoyed Australian Pat Capocci and 88 year old 
mandolin player Scotty Broyles, but it was a little 
repetitive and by this time we were all knackered so we 

didn't see it out to the end. A great couple of days however. 

April 18 

The world's largest rockabilly festival ended last night with more of a 
focus on Doo-Wop and very good it was too. But first, a couple of us 
went with Noah Shaffer and Dave Thomas to the Champagnes bar to 
see Walter Waiters sing and play keyboards in his regular gig. He has 
a great bluesy voice and his southern soul number Don't Scratch My 
Back is a beauty. First on at the festival was the wonderful Vicky 
Tafoya, who lights up the stage with her sparkly jewellery, huge eye 
lashes, red lips and bouffant hair. Her voice makes an even bigger 
impression, especially her take on the Doo-Wop classic I'm So Young. 
The band was loud, maybe too loud, but Vicky was brilliant, with great 
versions of Never Let Go, a superb wedding song I Vow To You, 
dedicated to two newlyweds in the crowd, Coming Late, Please Don't 
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Leave Me and I Put A Spell On You. It was a spellbinding set, possibly the best of the whole 
weekend. 

Next up was Michael Hurtt and the Haunted Hearts, who 
were enjoyable on songs such as Searching For Shadows 
and Breaking Hearts. And then it was time for a quartet of 
older Doo-Wop and rockabilly acts. After a couple of 
numbers from Carl Sonny Leyland, who did a sterling job on 
keyboards throughout the weekend, Gene Summers brought 
some old school rockabilly to the stage with Got A Lot Of 
That, Straight Skirt, Alabama Shake, Fancy Dan and School 
Of Rock And Roll.  

Next up was some 
classic Doo-Wop from Otis Williams and the Charms. 
Their mini set included Two Kisses, a song for which, Otis 
said, he received no royalties, despite it being covered by 
the likes of Pat Boone and Frank Sinatra, Just One Kind 
Word and the 1954 million seller Hearts Of Stone. No 
Ivory Tower however, but highly enjoyable.  

Next on stage, and 
fresh from his recent 
success at the Spice of 
Life in London, was the 
mercurial Charlie Gracie, still a great guitarist at the age of 80. 
His hits Fabulous and Butterfly were there, as was his tribute to 
his friend Eddie Cochran I'm All Right.  

The second great Doo-Wop act of the night were the Cleftones, 
looking great in gold lame jackets, who were quite superb on 
hits such as Heart and Soul, I Love You For Sentimental 
Reasons, Right From The Start, The Flamingos' I Only Have 
Eyes For You and, of course, This Little Girl Of Mine. A great 
set, further enlivened by some body bending contortions by one 
of the group. Leader and original member Herb Cox still has a 
great voice.  

Finally, in this 
segment, there were more gymnastics by young 
British group the Extraordinaires, who were 
excellent on Gonna Rock With You, Why Do Fools 
Fall In Love and the Cadillacs' Tell Me Why. Some 
of our group were a bit tired by now but John 
Howard went on to see Deke Dickerson's Hillbilly 
party, which included a segment with the Ragin' 
Cajun Doug Kershaw. 

Tomorrow it's off to London but it's been a superb 
three weeks and will live long in the memory. 

 

 

Nick Cobban 
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles 
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FROM WHENCE CAME THE HONORABLE SOCIETY OF WOODIES? 

with cross-overs to the Gay Scene 

(Membership of one does not necessarily require membership of both - H) 

I first came across the Woodies, though not yet going under that name, at 
the Army and Navy Club in Plaistow in 1991 where Dave Webb was 
putting on many artists, in this case Linda Gail Lewis in one of her first UK 
gigs playing piano as well as singing. At this gig I met Lee Wilkinson and 
several other future Woodies, probably including Keith himself, I can't now 

remember (Keith just isn’t that memorable - H). That they never met my life-partner George Miller 
was due to the reluctance expressed by many spouses when invited to attend Rock’n’Roll gigs 
especially when Jerry Lee fans were involved. Some Lewis followers were undoubtedly off their 
rockers, such as the fan who stuck all Jerry's albums on the wall and photographed them, took 
three pictures a minute at Jerry Lee gigs, made his wife sit up all night at the Royal Garden Hotel, 
Kensington to grab a Coca-Cola bottle The Killer had drunk from, destined to be sprayed with gold 
paint and have pride of place on their mantelpiece. The wife later ran off with a young guy, 
obviously not a Jerry Lee fanatic. George had met this couple when they stayed at our flat, and 
had compared notes with the wife about the traumas of living with a Jerry Lee nutcase.  

Initially George had asked for a ticket to see Linda 'Wail' as he insisted on calling her, as he quite 
liked some of her Country songs. However just before the gig he asked who would be going, and 
when I said there would  be a lot of Jerry Lee fans, he decided not to come after all (wasted ticket!) 
“If that load of nutters are going to be there!” 

At this gig Lee told me about the parties Cliff White and Linda held at their house in Manor Park, 
and I attended some of these as well as Dave Webb's gigs, meeting yet more future Woodies. 
Then came Dave Webb's fabulous Jerry Lee Lewis Conventions at the King's Hotel, Newport, 
Wales, which I attended annually and met even more future Woodies. 

In 1997 and 1998 I went on two of Ken Major's 'Stompin' USA' trips with a host of Woodies, visiting 
places like New Orleans, Ferriday, Natchez, Lake Charles, Memphis, Clarksdale and Chicago, 
and taking in many music venues, festivals, recording studios, etc. I had known Ken since the late 
1960s when he wrote for my fanzine 'The Bop Cat', and also contributing to the letters page was 
Tony Wilkinson in one issue. 

There was a gay pub called The Buzz Bar near where I live in Battersea High Street, and Keith 
and myself put on some Rock’n’Roll gigs and discos there, at first in the back bar (not much used 
at the time), and later in the main bar. Linda Gail Lewis appeared at this venue twice, and it was 
here she was watched by Van Morrison's band members before her short-lived recording and 
performing career with him. The gay crowd who frequented The Buzz Bar did not attend these 
gigs usually, as my life-partner had told me “most gays don't like 1950s Rock’n’Roll”. Keith and I 
did try a short-lived venture at The White Swan gay pub in the East End, but only a few gay 
rockabillies turned up in the few weeks it ran, one telling me I should only play completely obscure 
rockabilly tracks, so we gave him a guest spot one week. We actually played a good mixture of 
Rock’n’Roll, rockabilly, blues and Country tracks.  

Publicity was a big problem. I tried to advertise 'Gay Rockin' Tonite' in the rockin' scene press, but 
one publication refused the advert as 'unsuitable for this publication'. A friend published the advert 
in 'Southern and Rockin', but all I got was an abusive phone call along the lines: “You can't like 
Rock’n’Roll and be gay. Rock'n'Roll is all about pickin' a bird up on Saturday nite and givin' 'er one, 
innit?” Reeling off names of gay/bisexual Rock’n’Roll artists/producers was to no avail, and the 
caller threatened to send a load of Teds down to the venue and smash the place up. Fortunately I 
had the good sense not to name the venue or the date, but just gave my phone number in the 
advert for more info.  
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This was not a true Woody gig, but it does show how we explored new audience potential and 
tried to give gay rockers an alternative to the House/Disco type stuff the gay scene provides. Once 
at a gay venue, fed up with this crap, I asked for some Bill Haley, and the manager ran away 
literally screaming “I HATE Rock’n’Roll!” So George was right, which was why on cassette tapes 
he made up for our parties he mixed all kinds of popular music, with just a little bit of Rock’n’Roll 
mainly for my benefit.  

At a party after he died, all the gays were in one room listening to their music, and all the rockers 
in another room listening to theirs, while I drifted between the two. Also, when I had a joint birthday 
party at The Galleon pub (now long gone) in Battersea with Teddy-boy Tom Hogan, Sandy Ford's 
Flyin' Saucers were playing. My gay friends nearly all left early as they couldn't stand the music. 
There are many gays on the rockin' scene, but many are still in the closet, only a few of us are fully 
out. However one gay guy who goes to the Wildest Cats Weekender was staying in our chalet and 
shouted out to a Ted and his lady walking by: “'Nice bum!” The Ted turned around and said: “Do 
you mind! That's my wife you're talking to, mate”. “No”, said the gay guy, “I was talking to you!” 

Woodies went on many of the Weekenders, mainly Hemsby and the Rhythm Riot! and we saw 
some fantastic artists, many now long passed on. Woodies used to come to Ritchie Gee's 'Wildest 
Cats' Weekender, and it was here in the cafeteria when roast beef was on the menu that the late 
Charles Dale looked at my plate and exclaimed in horror: “Good Lord, Papard! You're eating 
overdone roast beef! How very common!” I couldn't agree more - beef should be served pink, but 
there was no alternative I fancied that particular day. 

The Woodies came into their own with the first issues of the Tales From The Woods magazine, 

initially just one or two A4 sheets, and with their monthly meet-ups, and the many gigs at the 
Water Rats, 100 Club, Borderline, Spice of Life and other places. The Woodies have proved to be 
a great social group of friends and acquaintances with whom I have shared holidays, gigs, 
Weekenders, meals, drinking sessions and many happy times with since my partner passed on. 
For me it all started at Dave Webb's Plaistow gig back in 1991. 

Tony Papard 

Hi Gang, Keith calling; just popped in to add a few items that I feel may hopefully be of interest if not 
historical importance that appear to have slipped Tony Papard’s notoriously shaky memory. 

The Buzz Bar in Battersea High Street, South West London. Quite amazingly, despite all the odds stacked 
against us, the establishment being run (I use the term loosely) by a pair of former pantomime cow farmers, 
the events that we were somehow able to promote in either of the two bars would prove hugely influential 

for the future of Tales From The Woods. As Tony quite rightly states we were lucky enough to have Linda 

Gail Lewis perform for us there twice; however that is far from all. Veteran scribe of this magazine and long-
time loyal friend, Shaky Lee Wilkinson celebrated his 50th birthday in the main bar, James Hunter Band 
headlined. James, as many of us know, despite reaching near dizzy heights of global stardom, still remains 
a good friend to many a Woodie. In support were the Playboys featuring another old friend Wayne Hopkins 
on bass, along with Paul Atkinson on drums and Rob Glazebrook on lead guitar and vocals. Back in those 
days, Rob was a resident of south east London, Penge to be precise, these days preferring the sea breeze 
and tranquillity of the Essex coast. A memorable evening indeed. 

Chas McDevitt’s Skiffle Group performed for us too, one autumn evening. Chas brought a couple of old 
pals with him, and it would prove to be an evening where fate would take a hand, the very first meeting with 
Skiffle and Ole Time Music Hall performer, the late Rick Hardy. The foundation stone was laid during the 

course of that Saturday night of Skiffle that would lead us in to the Water-Rats for TFTW’s hugely successful 

Skiffle 50 show. Also stepping through the door of this shabby pub that evening was a ‘50s Rock’n’Roll 

singer who would soon become an enthusiastic supporter of all things TFTW and close friend to many of us. 

I refer of-course to the late Danny Rivers, indirectly that too would lead us to the 100 Club and the very first 
of all our 2is Shows. 

Pub management had little interest and even less idea and the pub’s regular clientele were, for the most 
part, hostile. It's a miracle Tony and I were able to achieve what we did and survive for the number of 
months we did. There was one lady though I recall who was supportive to us; her name was Maureen, a 
friend of Tony and, although she never attended, she kindly donated on each and every occasion. What 
happened to Maureen, Tony?  
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Although I write generally about Blues, my heart has always been in Rock‘n’Roll. TFTW’s 

membership contains a lot of lifelong Rock‘n’Roll fans. I know this because I try to go regularly to 
the ‘gang meet-ups’ once a month in a West End pub followed by an eating place nearby. The talk 
is music, music, music and I love to listen to it. There follows a toast to the latest deceased 
musicians (of all music genres). Of course, it seems there are more and more to toast their going 
at each monthly meeting.  

I grew up in the Rock'n'Roll days, joined a skiffle group (The Sons Of Fred) in 1956 and was 
invited into an ‘electric’ rock and roll band in 1959, first as a rhythm guitarist then as a piano 
player, using upright pianos at the halls we worked and amplifying them using three small cheap 
tape recorder mikes through a shared amp until I could afford a Hohner electric piano and a Burns 
amp (I still have this). 

I collected Rock‘n’Roll records and loved being part of its scene. In 1965 after a wonderfully fun 
band stint in Germany, the music was changing and I couldn’t change with it so I gave up listening 
to music (actually it gave me up) and stopped playing in a band. I still wanted to collect records but 
could find very little I liked. A friend later suggested Blood Sweat and Tears, then I found The 
Band, Santana and The Eagles all of which revived my sagging enjoyment of 
record collecting and listening. I started to fill the Rock‘n’Roll ‘holes’ buying 
retro LPs and then CDs. A couple of visits to New Orleans and a Blues cruise 
down the USA West Coast got me into New Orleans R&B and my collecting 
began to accelerate but now in a Blues and Rhythm & Blues direction. I started 
to look at the roots of Blues and liked to buy books on the subject and, 
although I now have a fair collection of early Blues and Boogie recordings and 
appreciate its history, I have moved on to contemporary Blues music which is 
now more Rhythm & Blues and is nearer to modern Rock‘n’Roll than any other 
form of modern music. Favourite R&B bands still make me want to get up and 
dance even if my poor old knee won’t let me. 

So, I have moved late into Blues. Like John Broven (I really enjoyed his interview in the last TFTW 

issue) I went to the north London clubs and saw some of these American Blues artists but they 
didn’t move me enough in those days to become the fan I am today. 

Who did I last see? I visited my local blues club again, this time to see The Mick Pini Band. 

Michele Giovanni Ferrari Pini was born in September 1949 in Leicester. 
He lives in Germany now and is highly regarded as a contemporary of 
Peter Green (ex-early Fleetwood Mac). 

His band appeared first and called themselves Strange Blues, admitting 
that they would become The Mick Pini Band when he appeared. They 
were Nick Murphy, drums, Simon Gilroy, bass and a lead guitarist Bill 
Smith (I’m not sure of his name) who was a late addition to the band 

and had a sack full of notes for the material he had been pitched into. They played a short set of 
self-penned numbers before announcing Mick Pini who came on wearing an open shirt over a T 
shirt and brown corduroy trousers over flashy boots. He had a world-worn face, big moustache 
and very long hair tucked under a large beret. Without the hat he reminded me of pictures of 
Buffalo Bill!  
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He picked up his ’54 Strat and got straight into a couple of Blues instrumentals before he added 
his rather good voice. I sat back to enjoy a programme of mostly self-penned songs with short but 
good guitar solos with the other guitarist taking an ‘engine’ roll with complicated but wonderful 
backing riffs. The whole outfit played at moderate volume and words could be clearly heard, a first 
for this club! The drummer was excellent, entertaining, and including some New Orleans fast 
triplets thrown in to spice up the rhythm section and, best of all, didn’t beat the daylights out of his 
kit.  

The second half continued in the same vein but then we had ‘I Just Wanna Make Love To You’ 
allowing the rhythm guitar a couple of lead solos (he had worked very hard all evening consulting 
his notes and playing some very creditable riffs and solos) then onto ‘Hey Joe’ which Mick Pini 
sang and played the backing while Bill Smith tore into the wonderfully recognisable Jimi Hendrix 
style solos. Enthusiastically called back for a finishing encore, they performed another from one of 
Mick’s many CDs, using this to again name each player until he left the stage when there was only 
the drummer who finished with some classy moves. A very good band and when the other guitarist 
knows what they are doing they will be a great band. See them if you can.  

Lists. YouTube has a site: Top 100 Greatest Blues Songs of all time, Best Blues Music Playlist 

2017. Here is the Top Ten. 

1. Etta James – ‘At Last’ 
2. George Thorogood and the Destroyers – ‘Bad To The Bone 
3. Muddy Waters – ‘Mannish Boy’ 
4. Gary Clark Jr. – ‘Take Me Down’ 
5. Howlin’ Wolf – ‘Smokestack Lightnin’ 
6. John Lee Hooker – ‘Boom Boom’ 
7. B.B.King – ‘Every Day I Have The Blues’ 
8. Buddy Guy – ‘First Time I Met The Blues’ 
9. Etta James – ‘I’d Rather Go Blind’ 
10. Elmore James – ‘Dust My Broom’ 

You can see the other 90 on the YouTube site. In many cases it is music only with stills but there 
are some interesting entries near the bottom of the list. 

An A to Z of my favourite Blues Artists: Continuing with the Ns, Os and Ps.  

NRBQ (The New Rhythm and Blues Quartet) are a great favourite 
of mine and they cross over several strands of music like 
Rock‘n’Roll, Jazz, Blues and Funk. I first heard Stuart Colman 
saying they were a favourite of his so I took notice. On an album 
called ‘Tap Dancing Bats’ there is an out-of-tune guitar 
instrumental called ‘Trouble at the Henhouse’ which sounds just 
like you would imagine  and I immediately became a fan. I saw 
them in Tipitina’s smaller club in New Orleans and that show 
ended in a realistic (but pretend) brawl and they had to be dragged 
off. During that performance, Terry Adams, the pianist, played a magnificent one handed solo 
while crawling about under the electric piano looking for a dropped plastic cup! The show was 
completely unforgettable. The line-up remained the same from 1974 until 1994 which was Terry 
Adams (who started and has not finished), Al Anderson, lead guitar, who left as he was suffering ill 
health due to the heavy work load. Joey Spaminato, bass, and Tom Ardolino, drums. 

All the members except Terry Adams have changed mainly due to ill health since that line-up 
above. They have made a lot of albums and live albums, one, ‘God Bless Us All’ purposely 
recorded in front of an audience of jazz lovers who had come to participate in a live recording 
(which they did eventually hear) of their favourite jazz artist and didn’t know NRBQ. They also 
made CD’s for children. (I bought ‘Message for the Mess Age’ which was one of these!)  

Perhaps not True Blues but a great fun band of which I never tire of listening. 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLjzeyhEA84sQKuXp-rpM1dFuL2aQM_a3S
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLjzeyhEA84sQKuXp-rpM1dFuL2aQM_a3S
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Anders Osborne. A new name to me but somebody I will keep looking out for. My Alnwick mate, 
Jack, who deserves the occasional mention, sends me CDs from his 
collection and he sent, amongst others, ‘NMO’, (Anders Osborne and 
the North Mississippi Allstars) which I played and enjoyed. Then I heard 
him sing ‘Somebody Changed The Lock’ on the various artists ‘The 
Mojo Of Dr. John’ and I was hooked. I bought his ‘Break The Chain’ CD 
which is unusually good with its Little Feat sounds and even a go at Van 
Morrison. 

A.O. was born in Sweden in 1966 but left when he was 16 to trip around 
Europe and later, the world. He settled in New Orleans in 1988 by 
which time he had become a fine guitar player and session man on 

many artists’ albums. His unusual guitar sound is attributed to his straight chord tuning (in D) 
although he is an excellent guitarist in standard tuning; it meant that he could use the same guitar 
when using a ‘bottle neck’. 

I’m hoping to obtain more of his material.  

Piano Red - William Lee Perryman was born in Georgia in 1911 and 
played piano at an early age. He was the much younger brother of 
Speckled Red. He had a less than notable career until 1950 when his 
’Rockin ‘with Red’ became a hit. He had a few more including ‘Dr. Feel 
Good’ in 1960 (the British R&B band took their name from this and the 
Beatles recorded the B side ‘Mister Moonlight’ causing a resurgence in 
his career). 

In 1987, a friend lent me the vinyl album ‘The Original Dr. Feelgood’ 
and I had to own my own copy. Here was a good time pianist/singer 
hammering out Blues/R&B, not caring too much about the right notes 
but creating a wonderful atmosphere. I also received another CD ‘Live and Feelin’ Good’ which 
was No. 68 in The Blues Collection which was issued with a booklet in 1987. There were many 
better pianists but this is the one you would have had at your party! 

I also like Kenny Neal, The Neville Brothers, Randy Newman, Johnny Otis, Omar and the Howlers, 
Duffy Power, Michael Powers and the Phantom Blues Band 

What was my last CD? Those nice members of The Cadillac Kings, who also read this 

magazine, sent me a copy of their latest CD, ’The Secret Of My 
Success’ simply because they thought I might like it. I can assure 
you there was no collusion on my side to publicise it. But I played it, 
then played it again and thought ‘this is a band I have to go out to 
see’. I am not a reviewer of CDs, I’ve tried it and I’m no good at it 
but I know what I like and I thought this was a fine album that 

should be reviewed by somebody from TFTW as I’m sure most 

members would love it. 

They are a five piece ‘House-Rockin’ band and when the piano 
player picks up the squeeze box they sound like The Poorboys 
(great London band in the ’90s). There are touches of Mike 

Sanchez and a lean towards New Orleans R&B. Ten of the 14 songs are written by Mike Thomas, 
lead vocals and harmonica. See them play ‘Betty Lou’ on You Tube and, I almost forgot, they play 
Blues and Jump-Jive too! If they hadn’t given me the CD, I would have bought it. 

What’s on my iPod? ’Done Changed My Way Of Livin’ by Taj Mahal from his early album ‘The 

Natch’l Blues’. A very repetitive chord system played acoustically, some blues moaning in the 
middle eight and with the recording fading out gradually you wish it would go on forever.   

Dave Parker  
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SOUL KITCHEN 
THE HOME OF REAL SOUL 

LOST SOULS 

LONNIE BROOKS 

Lee Baker Junior (Lonnie Brooks/Guitar Junior) was born 18th 
December 1933, in Dubuisson, Louisiana. From an early age he 
mastered the electric guitar. After moving to Port Arthur, Texas 
he, as Guitar Junior, played with Clifton Chenier and Lonesome 
Sundown. His first solo record in 1957 was the highly acclaimed 
'Family Rules' on the Goldband label, which had some regional 
action. Further releases on Goldband followed; in 1958 'Roll Roll 
Roll' and the legendary 'The Crawl' and in 1959 his take on the 
Country classic 'Pick Me Up On Your Way Down', which had 
Barbara Lynn on backing vocals.  

In 1959 Guitar Junior moved to Chicago, were he recorded and 
toured with Jimmy Reed.  

In the sixties, now known as Lonnie Brooks, he performed around the Chicago area, becoming a 
cornerstone of the Windy City blues scene. He recorded for Midas, Palos, USA and Chess, where 
'Let It All Hang Out' sold well.  

His major career step was to be found in Europe, when in 1975 he toured with Willie Mabon. 
There in France he recorded the album SWEET HOME CHICAGO for the French Black and White 
label, which was critically acclaimed.  

In 1975 he signed for Chicago's blues label Alligator. He went on to record numerous albums for 
Alligator, building up a large following across the States, and made several trips to Europe. 

He was a major influence over generations of blues and rock artists. He died 1st April 2017.  

THOMAS 'TNT' TRIBBLE 

Drummer Thomas Tribble was born 5th August 1921, in Ferrel, 
Pennsylvania.  Along with jazz trumpeter Frank Motley they were 
pioneers of the early black music scene in Washington, DC. The pair 
recorded jump blues and rock'n'roll in the late forties and early fifties, 
for various labels including RCA and Gotham, where you find the 
brilliant 'Hurricane Lover'. He appeared in the classic movie 'Rock 
Rock Rock'. Through the sixties he recorded with R&B/soul singer 
Phil Flowers for various labels including in 1961 'The Dances' on 
Sway records. He later joined Bobby Parker's backing group. 

He died 27th March 2017 aged 95. 

BRENDA JONES  

Brenda Jones was born and raised in Detroit, Michigan. Along with her two 
sisters, Shirley and Valorie, they formed the vocal trio the Jones Girls. They 
first recorded for GM and Paramount records in 1968. But it was as backing 
singers they gained national attention, especially after singing behind Diana 
Ross on her national and international tours. They also opened shows for B 
B King, Four Tops, Lou Rawls etc. They were offered a deal with 
Philadelphia International, which resulted in their debut as recording artists 
in their own right. In 1979 they charted with typical Philly 'You Gonna Make 
Me Love Some Body Else', which reached 4th place on R&B and top 40 
Pop. The trio established their own exquisite style with melodic and soulful 
vocals, luscious strings, tight horns and slick rhythms, which stood them 
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head and shoulders over the competition. The girls nibbled the charts over the next few years, 
partially in 1980 with 'I Just Love The Man', which was a R&B top tenner, and the sophisticated 
floater, 'Dance Turned Into Romance', that took them close to the R&B top twenty.   

Brenda eventually moved to Atlanta, where she fronted her four piece band, performing both jazz, 
soul, and naturally Jones Girls tunes. She later moved to New York. 

She died 3rd April 2017, following a horrific road accident. She was 62. 

ARTHUR BLYTHE 

Soulboy has always had his foot in Jazz. To me saxophonist 
Arthur Blythe, also known as Black Arthur, was one of the 
greatest, top of the tree. He possessed one of the most easily 
recognizable alto sax sounds in jazz. 

Arthur Murray Blythe was born 5th July 1940, in Los Angeles, 
California. Aged four he moved with his mother to San Diego, 
California. His mother's R&B and Jazz records inspired young 
Blythe to take up the saxophone, a present from his mum. He 
was a natural and developed a trilling style reminiscent of 
post-war saxophone stars like Earl Bostic.  

Throughout his teens he performed with various local Jazz, Bop, Blues, R&B groups, anything that 
came his way. When he was nineteen he moved back to Los Angeles. Disappointed with the jazz 
scene there, in 1974, he left for New York determined to succeed in the jazz world. 

In New York he finally found his jazz home, and began assembling groups, either straight ahead 
quartets, or experimenting with musically innovative styles. In the late seventies he joined Chico 
Hamilton, subsequently he worked regularly with these jazz titans; Gil Evans, Lester Bowie, Jack 
DeJohnette and McCoy Tyner. Also his superb reed playing guested on numerous albums. 

He signed with Columbia releasing, from 1978 to 1987, nine albums across a range of styles.  

Blythe was a member of the all star jazz super group The Leaders, and later he joined the World 
Saxophone Quartet. He moved back to California in 1988. He performed less frequently, but 
released a handful of albums on the Savant label. At the turn of the century ill health forced him to 
curtail his performing. His contribution to jazz is enormous, that one can only skim over his 
amazing career, and achievements. 

I saw him a handful of times, at Ronnie Scott's and the North Sea Jazz Festival. It was always a 
mesmerising experience to witness his mastery on the sax. He died 27th Mach 2017, from 
Parkinson's disease.   

CUBA GOODING SNR  

Cuba Gooding was, in the seventies, the lead singer of 
the Main Ingredient during the vocal group’s most 
successful period. He was born 27th April 1944, in 
Harlem, New York City. Gooding entered show business 
in his early teens when he flirted with various singing 
opportunities that came his way. 

The Main Ingredients formed as the Poets in 1964 (not 
the 'She Blow A Good Thing' Poets), consisting of 
Donald McPherson, Luther Simmons and Tony 
Sylvester. They first recorded as the Poets for Red Bird 
label in 1965, and subsequently for RCA Records. 

With the untimely death, in 1971, of McPherson the group found itself undergoing a transformation 
and enlisted, as their new lead singer, Cuba Gooding who had served them as a backing vocalist, 
and during McPherson’s reign had often filled in on tour during his illness. 
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The Gooding era began auspiciously enough with the million-selling worldwide smash 'Everybody 
Plays the Fool', which became the group's biggest hit ever. The group were now regular visitors to 
the charts, churning out a consistent crop of smooth soul records, through to 1976, notably 'Just 
Don't Want To Be Lonely', 'Happiness Is Just Around The Corner' and 'Rolling Down A 
Mountainside', all being top ten hits. 

In 1978 Gooding ventured on a solo career at Motown. A very minor hit 'Mind Pleasure' followed, 
but subsequent singles failed, and he was dropped by Motown. He re-joined the Main Ingredients 
in 1980. The group had further R&B chart action in 1980 with 'Think Positive' on RCA, and in 1986 
with 'Do Me Right' on Zakia. A solo outing in 1983 on the Streetwise label, 'Happiness Is Just 
Around The Corner', was to be his last chart entry.  

Gooding had now moved to California and into semi-retirement. In 1994 he made a one off 
appearance on the Ichiban label. His son is Academy Award winner Cuba Gooding Jr. He died 
20th April 2017, possibly from an overdose. 

SYLVIA MOY 

Sylvia Moy was the creator of some of Motown's golden moments. She 
was born 15th September 1938, in Detroit, Michigan. 

In 1963 Marvin Gaye spotted Moy singing in a Detroit late night jazz club, 
who brought her to the attention of Motown. Barry Gordy signed her up 
as a singer and songwriter. It was her compositions, more than her 
singing, that set Motown alight.  

Her hits included Stevie Wonder's 'Uptight', 'I Was Made To Love Her', 
'My Cherie Amour', The Isley Brothers' 'This Old Heart Of Mine' and 
Marvin Gaye's & Kim Weston's 'It Takes Two'.  

She died 15th April 2017, from pneumonia. 

 

OTHER PASSINGS 

Singer, actress LINDA HOPKINS had a varied career. Her recordings and live shows ranged 
through gospel, jazz, lounge and the theatre. She died 10th April 2017, age 92. 

Guitarist, singer, songwriter (John Warren) J GEILS as the J Geils Blues Band churned out, during 
the seventies, some successful blues orientated forty fives, until he turned to main stream pop 
rock. He died 11th April 2017, age 71. 

ROSIE HAMLIN was the lead singer with the San Diego girl group, Rosie & The Originals. 'Angel 
Baby' was their only hit. She died 30th March 2017, age 71. 

Producer, label executive, and later promoter (Carl) MACK KIDD, among his many achievements 
was that during the late sixties, as a producer at Curtom records, amongst others he worked with 
Jerry Butler, and Gene Chandler. He died 13th March 2017, age 75. 

Southern rock pioneer GREG ALLMAN, co-founded in the late sixties The Allman Brothers Band, 
along with brother Duane. Hits included 'Midnight Rider' and 'Jessica'. He died 27th May 2017, 
age 69. 

 

SOUL PLATTERS THAT MATTER 

Luther Ingram - How Sweet It Would Be (Profile 1986) 
This is a real gem. It's back to church for Luther, where praising the Lord 
takes second place to the feelings for his ex. He wants his woman back 
again, he's got to patch up his case. Superb guitar work, gentle organ, 
femme back-ups and Luther flowing gracefully into falsetto on this 
poignantly unhurried gem.  
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Little Hank - Try To Understand (Sound Stage 7 1964) 
A couple of years before his 'Bang Bang' hit the airwaves, came this unbelievable slice of mid-
tempo excellence. Opening with trumpet trill, soon joined by percussion and more orchestration, 
that at no stage dominates the powerful vocals, as Hank pleads for understanding. Good use of 
female chorus too, and the whole thing builds to an outstanding climax. 

In 1966 'Mr Bang Bang Man' was a minor hit in the UK and was big in the soul clubs, so what 
surprises me is there was no follow up. In fact 'Understand' and 'Bang Bang' were his only 
releases. Although 'Understand' was released on Sound Plus in 1975, I guess this was just a re-
release. You can shoot me down. Who was Little Hank? 

Maxine Brown - it's Gonna Be Alright (Wand 1965) 
The follow up to 'Oh No Not My Baby'. It’s very similar to that, but it's as good as any of her Wand 
recordings. Lovely melodic start, with soft guitar work. Maxine's voice, as always, is so sweet, 
giving this tune all she can. This is so sad and soulful it grips the heart and won't let go. A brilliant 
record, deserving its R&B and Pop chart appearance. In 1966 Theola Kilgore had a version out on 
Mercury. 

Carl Weathers - You Ought To Be With Me (Mirage 1981) 
"Lying in my bed all alone halfway through the night, listening to the raindrops fall right on through 
to morning light". So starts one of the most heartrending gems ever. His pleading gives way to the 
hook line, which repeatedly implores Carl's lady to return to him. Each verse skates to a superb 
string laden climax, until just when you thought it couldn't get any better, Carl reaches even 
greater vocal heights, "I can’t take it anymore" on the fade out. Phew. 

Jackie Opel - Eternal Love (UK King 1965)   
Barbadian born Jackie was one of the early Reggae stars and sang with the Satellites at one 
point. Recorded at the famous Studio 1 recording studios. It's a beat ballad with a distinctive horn 
riff and Jackie's soulful vocals which stands up there with the best of the American soul stars, 
especially towards the fade out when he really goes for it. To be honest the recording quality is a 
little on the thin side, but from the first note you're kind of drawn into its brilliance.  

Close your eyes you could be in some Barbados sun drench beach bar, drinking Pina Colada, with 
the waves lapping around your feet. Throw in a handful of straw skirted females hula hooping 
around, with this record being played in the background. Heaven. 

Walter Jackson - The Bed (Epic 1968) 
This gem finds Jackson in a very sombre mood, as he reminisces over his lady who has left him. 
The whole scene naturally revolves around the bed they once shared. A tear choked voice opens 
up the story as Jackson awakens from another troubled night. His fingers touch the pillow where 
his lady once laid her head, then he runs his hands down the cold sheets, on her side of the bed... 
and that's just for openers. The whole thing is repeated at a slow pace as he explores more 
memories, before exploding with the things he wished for, if only she was back there. Beautiful 
Chicago style strings add to the torture. Then he takes a bottle of sleeping pills from the bedside 
drawer. On the bottle it reads, take one for sleeping, "but tonight I feel like taking so many more, 
and sleep forever". Walter could knock ‘em out when he wanted too.  

Sam & Dave - Everybody Got To Believe In Somebody (Atlantic 1968) 
Upbeat, brassy ditty that doesn't let up. It's brilliant, if you like this kind of 
shambles. The ending is not of this earth. They go at it hammer and tong, with 
one of the great trade-offs of all time. They carry it to the final whistle together 
and then they spiral off into contortions of angelic agony, fractured cries and 
soaring screams that eclipse the very stars themselves. Simply out of this world. I'm 
not sure my needle can take much more of this Soulmanship. Another Phew. 

 

 

  

Remember you're in safe soul hands with.... 

    SOULBOY  

Keep on keeping on 
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BEN WATERS 
at The Ropetackle Arts Centre, Shoreham-by-Sea, West Sussex 

on 26th April 2017 - words and pictures by Paul Harris 

I am not sure how widely known pianist/vocalist Ben 
Waters is among the Woodie fraternity but he 

certainly covers a wide area of TFTW’s musical 

interests including boogie woogie, blues, R&B, and 
Rock'n'Roll. 

I first saw Ben with his small band in 2004, followed 
by solo shows, with a larger band, with just his son 
Tom on soprano sax, and sometimes with guest 
artists such as boogie woogie ace Axel 
Zwingenberger. Ben has appeared on Jools Holland’s 
‘Later…’ TV programme (and was booked to play at 
Holland’s own wedding – that must be a 

recommendation!). He has even received an award as the best boogie-woogie artist in Europe! In 
2005 I employed him and his then tenor sax player Clive 
Ashley to play at my Ruby Wedding party – and what a 
great night that was. In recent years Ben has also 
become a music event and tour organiser, usually in 
connection with events in which he is involved, often 
worldwide. Indeed, I travelled with his party to the 2016 
Chicago Blues Festival. 

So to Ben’s most recent visit to my neck of the woods – 
with the biggest band I have yet seen. The total of twelve 
in addition to Ben on piano included a five-piece horn 
section consisting of two tenor saxes, teenage son Tom 
on soprano sax (he attends the Royal Academy of 
Music), a baritone sax and a trombone! Then there were 
two lead guitarists, bass guitar, drums, percussion, organ and a lady singer. It happened to be my 
birthday and, unknown to me, my wife had texted this information to Ben so on his entry to the 
stage I was shocked to hear him announce that his friend Paul was present and it was his birthday 
so some Fats Domino music would be played later on! And it was. Although the band had never 
played it before, my request for ‘I’m In Love Again’ was undertaken and, after a stuttering start by 
the band they achieved a wonderful level of performance. Other members of the audience 
requested ‘Blueberry Hill’ and Dr John’s ‘Such A Night’ while the New Orleans material continued 
with the rarely heard live ‘Who Shot The La La’ (Oliver Morgan), plus ‘Sea Cruise’ (Frankie Ford) 

and ‘Rockin’ Pneumonia and the Boogie Woogie Flu’ 
(Huey ‘Piano’ Smith). Among the plethora of other 
numbers were Chuck’s ‘You Never Can Tell’, Amos 
Milburn’s ‘Rooming House Boogie’ and ‘Chicken Shack 
Boogie’, Ray Charles’ ‘What’d I Say’ and ‘Let’s Go Get 
Stoned’ (originally by The Coasters), and Solomon 
Burke’s ‘Everybody Needs Somebody To Love’. Ben 
included a couple of numbers co-written with bass 
player Richard Hymas and then Ady Milward, Ben’s 
long-term drummer for more than 25 years, contributed 
vocally (and appropriately) with ‘Hit Me With Your 
Rhythm Stick’. 

This was a great show by Ben and his powerhouse band, making it a birthday to remember.   
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Hey there cats, here's some great Boppin' News! A 
stunning new record featuring four 1964 live 
recordings by Carl Perkins while touring in the UK. It 
was 1964 and some may have thought Rock’n’Roll 
was flat dead and the Jackson rock-a-billy cat was too 
old to rock. All right guys, give a spin to this record and 
make your own opinion. However a bit of information is 
always welcome to enjoy a record and because there 
are no liner notes on the EP, here is all the information 
about the time and the background I could lay down. 
Note none of these recordings are on the stupid and 
poor bootleg LP "British Tour 1964" (Doctor Kollector 
DK 007) that surfaced in the ‘80s. 

The first tour 

From May 9 to 31, 1964 Chuck Berry presented as 
'The Dynamic Rhythm and Blues King' and Carl 

Perkins were on tour in the UK being booked by Don Arden with The Animals, The Swinging Blue 
Jeans, The Nashville Teens and King Size Taylor & The Dominoes. Chuck Berry, having had 
many releases on UK London (56/60) and Pye International since 1961, was the star of the show. 
To date Carl had four 45 rpm releases on UK London (57/58) and two on Philips (60/61) plus the 
famous “Dance Album Of…” (London HA-S 2202) issued in 
November 1959. For both artists it was their ever first British 
tour. Whilst on that tour, Breathless Dan O' Coffey obtained 
permission from Carl to start a fan club. The tour started and 
ended in London with dates in Sheffield, Liverpool, Glasgow and 
other cities. 

In April 1964, UK Brunswick released “Help Me Find My Baby”/”I 
Wouldn't Have You” (05905) issued in the USA in October 1963 
as Decca 31548, two moving country pop sides by Carl. During 
that tour Carl often sang on stage "Mean Woman Blues", 
"What'd I Say", "Blue Suede Shoes" and sometimes "Whole 
Lotta Shakin' Goin' On", "High Heel Sneakers" and "Move It On 
Over" backed by The Nashville Teens. He appeared on the live 
TV show "Ready Steady Go" on May 8, 1964 singing "Lonely 
Heart", "Big Bad Blues", "High Heel Sneakers", "Matchbox" and 
"Blue Suede Shoes". Carl stayed in England for the first week of 
June 1964 attending a Beatles' session, filming his segment for 
"Swinging UK" and making two further TV appearances on 
"Scene at 6.30” (June 4, 1964) and "Ready Steady Go" (June 5, 1964). He also played a show at 
The Twisted Wheel Club in Manchester on June 6, 1964 that was well documented by Brian 
Smith. On that tour Carl played his beautiful Blond Gibson Super-400 Switchmaster. 

In May 22, 1964, Carl recorded “Lonely Heart” and “Big Bad Blues” plus four other songs with the 
Nashville Teens at UK Decca Studios in London. Both songs were issued on Brunswick 05909 
(June 1, 1964), the other sides staying in the vaults. The Nashville Teens were Art Sharpe, Ray 
Phillips, John Hawken and three other lads. John Hawken augmented The Dominoes for the 
purpose of accompanying Chuck Berry on stage. John Hawken’s really great work on piano does 
justice to Johnnie Johnson's own work with Chuck. There's plenty of great piano on Chuck's 
classic songs and Johnnie sure deserves a round of applause. On the famous LP "Jerry Lee Lewis 
Live at the Star Club - Hamburg", recorded on April 5, 1964, the Killer was backed by The 
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Nashville Teens. The previous month they had backed Jerry Lee on tour in UK and for the famous 
Granada TV show “Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin' On” that was screened on September 30, 1964. 

The New Musical Express of June 12, 1964 had a front page advert for "Lonely Heart" as if that 
was the side UK Decca considered to be the A-side. 

The second tour 

 

From October 19 to November 15, 1964 Carl was back in the UK through Don Arden touring with 
The Animals, Tommy Tucker, The Plebs, Barry St John, Elkie Brooks and The Nashville Teens. 
The tour “R'n'B 64” started in Liverpool and ended in Bournemouth on November 15. The 
Nashville Teens had some action with "Tobacco Road" (Decca 11930), their first record released 
in June 26, 1964, were no more a backing band. Carl and Tommy Tucker were backed on stage 
by The Quotations who had "Alright Baby"/"Love You All Over Again" (Decca F11907) issued in 
May 1964. That band features a sax player. Here are Paul Alford's memories: “Thinking about 
Tommy Tucker reminded me of the second tour when a group of us involved with The Boppin' 
News took Carl over the road to a pub during the gap between shows and Tommy Tucker came 
with him. In fact he was sat next to me but I was more interested in talking and listening to Carl 
than poor Tommy. That same evening we took Carl, after the last performance, to a party we had 
arranged for him in a small club owned by my uncle. I wrote a small piece on this in Now Dig This 
a while back.” 

Carl appeared on "Ready Steady Go" (October 9, 1964) and "Beat Extra" (October 19, 1964). In 
late November 1964, Brunswick issued "The Monkeyshine"/"Let My Baby Be" issued at the same 
time on Decca 31709 in the USA. It was his last UK release for that label. Carl stayed in the UK 
playing two more dates on November 20 and 22. Next year, London would issue the "Dance 
Album" in France titled "Blue Suede Shoes" (HA 2202) with a great colour picture of these tours 
showing Carl wearing a dark blue satin jacket. 

On November 20, 1964 Jerry Lee Lewis played a strong rendition of "High Heel Sneakers" but 
also "Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin' On" on "Ready Steady Go". Jerry Lee's own version recorded in 
July 1, 1964 was issued first on the LP “Greatest Live Show on Earth” (Smash 67056) the very 
same year. 

The origins and sound of the recordings 

Deroy Sound Services seems to have been basically a custom recording-and-pressing concern.  
Frequently Deroy records came with labels upon which the details of artist and title had to be 
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handwritten or with blank white labels. The Deroy Sound Service offered tape-to-disc and tape-to-
tape services from an address in Hest Bank, Lancaster, probably since the mid '40s. So I don’t 
know it these recordings came really from Deroy Sound Services but they should.  

“Lonely Heart” and “Blue Suede Shoes” on side two feature fabulous piano and great guitar. Very 
probably The Nashville Teens recorded this on the first tour because the sound is very close to the 
recorded version. Lots of echo. Raucous vocal, wild guitar and piano, tear it up live versions. The 
Rockin' Guitar Man was there to deliver the best. Here's Paul Alford’s 
opinion:  “I have a recording of the first date in 1964 of Carl and 
Chuck and whilst the vocals don't come through as well as on the 
EP the backing is pretty good as is Carl and Chuck’s guitar. After 
listening to that new EP again I think that it was the Nashville 
Teens who backed up Carl on the first tour as they had a very 
good pianist who also plays on Chuck's section of the show.” 

“Matchbox” and “High Heel Sneakers” on side one feature sax 
but no piano with a strong bluesy feel. The band sound as if it’s a 
different one. Could be two recordings from the second tour while 
being backed by The Flintstones? What bugs me is why Carl would 
be stepping on Tommy's shoes singing “High Heel Sneakers”? It was 
not Carl's way to steal some of Tommy Tucker’s limelight. However Paul 
Alford has been corresponding with rockabilly DJ Bill Smoker and he is of the opinion that these 
tracks are from the first tour and are backed by the Nashville Teens. Here Carl is rocking his heart 
out even if playing with a hand that was badly hurt by a cooling fan when playing a Jackson club 
gig few months earlier. At the hospital they had to fill Carl with three quarts of glucose and five 
pints of blood. 10 minutes later and Carl would have bled to death. 

Tommy's “Hi-Heel Sneakers” original version (US Checker 1067) was issued in the UK on Pye 7N 
25238 in February 1964 and reached its highest position of number 23 in the UK singles chart in 
May 1964 having entered the top 40 three weeks previously at number 34. After one week at its 
peak position, the song started to slide down the chart but remained in the top 40 for another three 
weeks. The song was also issued on EP (Pye NEP 44027). 

Now the questions are: 

Why put a great 1956 picture on the sleeve for these 1964 recordings? There are plenty of great 
pictures on stage and backstage with Dan Coffey and friends from these two UK tours available 
that would have been a better fit. There was a set of four colour pictures from “Ready Steady Go” 
TV show when Paul Alford was involved with The Boppin' News and they included a number of 
copies of these with one of the magazines.  

Why have red wax? No answer from the origin of the recordings. Being an old scholar, I would 
have liked a good black vinyl but if we had to come with colour it would have definitely been blue 
to match my shoes.  

What's happened to the rest of the show that these tracks were taken from as the sound is 
remarkably good? Maybe someday more will come.  

Are these recordings all from the first tour? More than probable but maybe with a different band or 
backed by the Nashville Teens with a piano not well miked and a sax man added? If a witness of 
the time can come up with the definitive answer, the young kiddo that I am will back up and enjoy 
boppin' time with all Mama Children's. If no answer comes, I will keep researching. 

Thanks 

To John Firminger, Paul Alford and Brian Smith to have shared their memories in various issues of 
“Now Dig This" and to Ian Wallis for his stunning book "American Rock 'n' Roll - The UK Tours 
1956-1972". 

Dominique "Imperial" ANGLARES - February 12, 2017  
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Born in Camberwell, south east London in 1946, as founder 
member and frontman of the Wild Angels, Mal Gray was a pivotal 
figure in kick-starting the UK Rock’n’Roll revival of the late 
sixties/early seventies. 

I bought their second single, featuring covers of Freddy Cannon's 
Buzz Buzz and Johnny Kidd's Please Don't Touch around 
Christmastime 1969, being impressed by the rompin' stompin' 
sound and Gray's vehement voice. Apparently, as a teenager 
Gray was a big Duane Eddy fan but, finding the guitar difficult to 
master, decided to become a singer instead, inspired by the likes 
of Kidd, Gene Vincent and Eddie Cochran. 

When Bill Haley arrived here for his spring 1968 tour, 
Gray was pictured as one of the Rock’n’Roll fans 
greeting him, and later he could be seen in the 
documentary The Rock and Roll Singer when a TV 
crew followed Gene Vincent on the first few days of 
his November 1969 visit when he was backed by the 
Wild Angels. 

The Wild Angels had two LP releases in 1970 which 
sold in considerable quantities, Live At The 
Revolution and Red Hot 'n' Rockin'. 

I saw the band on a few occasions, most notably at 
the Imperial Ballroom, Nelson on 12th September 

1970 and 6th February 1971. They were a live wire act with a tough image, and they could play 
too. Gray had appealing looks as far as the girls were concerned, but it was his showmanship and 
melodic voice that mattered most. I clearly remember him clambering on top of the piano, leaping 
off it onto the stage and ending up on his knees at the climax of one song. 

I also vaguely recall listening to a Radio 4 programme titled Monty Modlyn Meets the Wild Angels, 
where the presenter interviewed them en-route to a gig. I would love to hear that again to discover 
how it sounds more than 45 years later. 

Although the Wild Angels continue to perform to this day, Gray had left them before the end of 
1971 to pursue other ventures, including performing as a guest vocalist with Sha Na Na on a 
number of occasions. 

His Mal Gray Band supported Fats Domino at his London 
shows in 1976, 1977 and 1978. The following year saw 
Bill Haley tour the UK twice, including a televised 
appearance on The Royal Variety Performance with Gray 
acting as his bandleader, co-opting several British 
musicians to fill in as Comets and organising rehearsals. 
Gray also lent some vocal support on occasion, such as 
the show I witnessed at Preston Guild Hall in April 1979. 

In more recent years he continued to perform and record 
from time to time, his 2005 CD Louisiana Angel being 
particularly well received. 

Aged 70, Mal Gray succumbed to cancer and died on 
20th March, 2017. 

Lee Wilkinson
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Fans know that numbers like Elvis Presley's Jailhouse Rock, Bill Haley's Rock Around the Clock 
and Chuck Berry's Sweet Little Sixteen were huge hits in the UK. But there are dozens of other 
Rock’n’Roll standards that failed to bother the British charts when they were first released despite 
being played by groups and disc jockeys at Rock’n’Roll events nationally and internationally for 
years since. 

Who knew that Gene Vincent, Chuck Berry and even Bobby Darin were the fathers of flops that 
registered not at all in the Top Twenty? Well, we did, and here we list forty that should have been 
biggies. In the words of Dave Edmunds’ own flop 45, they were “A1 on the Jukebox – but nowhere 
on the charts.” And before you write in to tell us, we know perfectly well it was Will Birch who wrote 
those words, but it was Dave who sang them. 

Some of the tracks listed here were not even released in the UK despite their iconic status today. 
Others were only revealed to be classics with the Rock’n’Roll revival of the seventies.  

The so-called Hit Parades of the late fifties and early sixties were stuffed with The Four Aces, Max 
Bygraves, and Tony Brent plus other almost forgotten middle-of-the-road acts who failed to out-
live their era. 

But the Big Beat prevailed and here we present our forty should-have-been chart champions, all of 
which failed to make the top twenty on first release by, mainly, the original artists. Some, of 
course, were revived by others and the re-treads turned into the hits they should have been in the 
first place. We tell you where and when. And, thanks for that line, Dion. 

Chuck Berry's sixth million seller in the States crept out on London-American label in May 1958 
and almost immediately became a staple of live group sets up and down the country. It was 
immortalised in the Back to the Future film, and would appear on any top twenty list of best known 
Rock’n’Roll songs of all time. 

But, amazingly, it never bothered the UK charts, even in its lowliest reaches, although Chuck did 
manage other minor hits including School Day and Go Go Go in the fifties before the R&B 
floodgates opened in the sixties and tracks such as No Particular Place to Go and Nadine fared 
better. A pity that his only chart-topper is the execrable My Ding A Ling, although I'm sure Dave 
Bartholomew is grateful for the songwriter royalties. 

A contender for one of the most recorded tracks of all time, and also in the Guinness Book of 
World Records for the song played by the most musicians at the same time. Subsequently 
recorded by 300plus artists, it became a hit for The Kingsmen, among others, but it was not until 
the nineties that the talented Richard Berry reaped the rewards for his writing, when he received a 
multi-million dollar payday for back royalties, promptly selling the rights to the song again, also for 
millions. He performed but twice in the UK, and I was honoured to be present on both occasions. 

He also wrote Have Love Will Travel, an apparent fixture in the background of UK television 
adverts, present in a number of versions. 

Napoleon Brown Goodson Culp, to give him his full name, made number 
two in the US charts with this number, which featured his wide vibrato, 
melisma and extra syllables, making him a very difficult act for lesser 
artists to cover. Didn't stop the Crew Cuts, though, and what a mess they 
made of it. 

So it was no surprise when the June 1955 track was released in the UK 
on the omnipresent London-American label, gathering airplay for this 
North Carolina native who passed on in 2008. 
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He had a late-flowering career boost in the eighties, when he toured Europe on a number of 
occasions and cut his first LP in 1984. Despite radio airplay in the UK, Britain wasn't yet ready for 
the wild, gospel-inflected storm of noise on a number that still sounds great today. His other claim 
to fame is penning The Night Time (Is the Right Time) covered by artists as diverse as Ray 
Charles and Creedence Clearwater Revival. 

Tiny Bradshaw, who originated this number, must have been surprised if he heard his jump blues 
turned into a hiccupping rockabilly workout that almost defined the genre. And the late Johnny 
Burnette, who passed on in 1964, would be equally surprised by the train wreck The Yardbirds 
made of the number in the sixties cult film Blow Up. 

Johnny, with brother Dorsey, and guitarist Paul Burlison were the Rock'n'Roll Trio and they cut an 
immaculate set of Coral label 45s in the fifties which are eminently collectable today, but had to 
wait until the sixties, and a move from Memphis to California, to gain mainstream chart success 
with string-laden pop like You're Sixteen, charted by Ringo Starr when the ex-Beatle drummer 
revived it. 

If you can get through a Rock’n’Roll weekender without hearing this JR Cash tune played at least 
once would be a surprise. But it wasn't a chart seller at the time of its release, and for such a 
powerhouse song, it's even more of a surprise to note that it wasn't even the A side of the London-
American single on which it is featured. 

That honour went to Ballad of a Teenage Queen which got not only radio airplay, but an airing on 
TV's Cool for Cats. So, did the A-side chart? Nope, Johnny had to wait the best part of ten years 
before his cover of Bob Dylan's It Ain't Me Babe commenced his chart run. 

He is now remembered as a giant of Americana, an espouser of liberal causes, outspoken 
champion of the common man, and possessor of one of the most distinctive voices in rock. 

This is the number that put Ray Charles Robinson on the musical map after ten years in the 
business, a six minute plus jam with gospel-style call and response that has become a staple of 
dozens of other musical acts over the years. 

Yes, it did finally sell a million copies, but did it have any chart action in Britain? Well, no. In July 
1959, it was Ella Fitzgerald and Tommy Edwards’ My Melancholy Baby who were winning the fight 
for the record buyers' five shillings and eight pence. 

Ray Charles is credited by some for inventing soul music by fusing gospel and Rock’n’Roll, but I 
had to walk out last time I saw him, performing Some Enchanted Evening from the musical South 
Pacific. His bio-film called simply “Ray” was a huge hit. 

Life could have been a dream for this doo-wop vocal group if they'd had a hit in the UK with this 
original which they wrote. Instead, the only dream that came true for them was when they became, 
back in 1954, the first black American doo-wop group to hit the pop charts. Prior to The Chords, 
most R&B vocal groups had to be satisfied with a hit on the R&B charts, while white group covers 
took their originals into the pop listings. 

Of course, they had their fair share of covers, not least a parody by Stan Freberg, with whom they 
appeared on TV's Juke Box Jury. Unfortunately, their high profile and UK HMV release brought the 
attention of another group with the same name who had been recording since 1953, so The 
Chords became The Sh'Booms, and never tasted chart success again. 

Louisiana's Jimmy Clanton was a rocker who was shoehorned into the role of a teen idol with 
ballad cuts like the one above. But the ploy worked, and he not only had a string of hits but also 
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starred in no less than two films, Go Johnny Go and Teenage Millionaire. This single features the 
cream of New Orleans talent including Alan Toussaint and Dr John, and was cut in Cosimo 
Matassa's studio, home of the hits from Fats Domino and Little Richard. 

Yes, it was released in the UK, again on London-American and yes it was popular. But, no, it didn't 
chart. Jimmy is still performing these days, but on Sundays you'll find him preaching, he is an 
ordained minister. 

California-based Eddie was a big, big star in the UK, almost bigger than he was in his native USA, 
and had a whole string of hits from Summertime Blues to C'mon Everybody, from Something Else 
to Three Steps to Heaven. 

But the number that established him in the UK, thanks to a storming performance of it in the first 
Technicolor Rock’n’Roll movie The Girl Can't Help It, was Twenty Flight Rock. Inexplicably, it failed 
to register in the Hit Parade, and it wasn't until the November of 1958 that Eddie saw the chart 
action that he enjoyed for the rest of his life – and beyond. 

He is now fondly remembered as a pioneer first generation rocker who was taken from us far too 
soon. 

Who are the Cues, and why did they cut so many fine records? They were the in-house vocal 
group at New York's Atlantic Records, and they can be heard on everything from Ruth Brown's Oh 
What a Dream to Bobby Darin's Dream Lover. 

But after a year of working at Atlantic, it was the Capitol label that signed them in their own name, 
and their debut was Burn That Candle, swiftly pinched by Bill Haley who had a hit with it. However, 
it was the song Why, a danceable original, that has kept the memory of this talented group alive 
today, along with the equally infectious Crazy Crazy Party. 

If you want to hear more of them, check any record by Joe Turner, Laverne Baker, Ivory Joe 
Hunter or indeed any Atlantic record with vocal group backing, and you'll be hearing The Cues, 
even if the label does not bear their name. 

At The Hop provided Philadelphia's Danny and the Juniors with one of the biggest Transatlantic 
Rock’n’Roll hits of the era, and they followed it up lickety-spit with the anthemic title listed above. 
Sure, the Americans bought it in their droves, aware of it because of constant exposure on the 
teatime TV show Dick Clark's American Bandstand. 

Lacking that kind of airplay in the UK, the HMV release foundered leaving the quartet as one-hit 
wonders despite some excellent follow-ups that included the great dancer, Pony Express. 

Lead singer Danny Rapp apparently committed suicide in 1983, but baritone Joe Terry took over 
the running of the group when the oldies revival finally caught up with the band, calling on them for 
festival and club dates. Their hit was up-tempo, but they were a fine vocal group, evident only on 
the ballad B sides of their dance topsides. 

Bobby Day, real name Bobby Byrd, made a habit of hits involving our feathered friends. Not only 
did he hit number two on the US charts with the above, he also had a hit with The Bluebird, The 
Buzzard and The Oriole. But no-one hit wonder he. Bobby sang lead on the Hollywood Flames’ 
Buzz Buzz Buzz, wrote and sang Little Bitty Pretty One, and was one half of Bob and Earl of 
Harlem Shuffle fame. 

The Texas-born singer, who passed away in 1990, saw covers of his hit by artists as diverse as 
Gene Vincent, The Hollies, McFly and Michael Jackson, and the Dave Clark Five revival of the 
song's flip Over and Over, was top ten in America. Sadly, this original only grazed the UK Top 
Thirty for two weeks, and never made the elusive twenty. 
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New Yorker Bobby Darin had a varied musical career, recording everything from self-written 
novelties like his debut hit Splish Splash to Sinatra-style knock-offs like Mack the Knife, which 
provided the biggest hit of his career. 

In between, however, he produced some really great Rock’n’Roll like the song listed above, and 
the B-side of Dream Lover, Bullmoose. He acted in big budget movies, had his own TV show, was 
politically active, but Queen of the Hop, released in the UK on London-American made no 
commercial noise at all. 

Sadly, he died at the age of 37, following a life of ill-health brought on by childhood rheumatic 
fever leaving a wide musical legacy that included comedy, crooning, folk and country music. Oh, 
and some very solid rockers. Did we mention that? 

A group name to challenge Jack B. Nimble and the Quicks as an attention-grabber. That was the 
first appeal of Wild Wild Party, still an obscurity today, but one with some of the best lyrics of any 
rocker. 

The party got so out of hand “Two radios were blasting, everybody got confused, they were 
bopping to the commercials and dancing to the news” when “a lot of famous people came and one 
was dressed in black, he did a lot of dabbling so they throwed him out the back.” 

Dickie Doo was in fact Gerry Granahan, of No Chemise Please fame. Granahan was signed to 
Sunbeam Records, and when offered a contract by Swan Records, he had to use a nom de 
disque. Under this new name, he had a hit with the mundane singalong Click Clack, and only 
made one more decent record, about a vampire who lived in a “Flip Top Box”. He produced the 
original Wild Thing, covered by The Troggs, and became vice-president of Dot Records. 

Dion was fascinated by the sax players he saw at the Apollo theatre in Harlem, and was 
attempting to recreate their sound vocally on this debut single from the Bronx native, hence its 
ground-breaking group vocal intro. 

A hit in the States, but Dion had to wait awhile before any UK success, watching Marty Wilde walk 
away with the honours on A Teenager in Love, finally hitting with Lonely Teenager in 1961. He 
followed this up with Runaround Sue and The Wanderer, ensuring his place as one of the top five 
Rock’n’Rollers of all time, still with us. 

Dion was on the Winter Dance Party tour of 1959, failing to take the flight that robbed us of Buddy 
Holly, Big Bopper and Ritchie Valens, and had hits well into the sixties thanks to self-penned 
numbers like Abraham, Martin and John. His work has encompassed country, gospel, and blues, 
but he will be long remembered for having some of the best sets of pipes in the business, vocal 
skills undiminished by the passing of time. As the self-proclaimed King of the New York Streets, he 
numbers most of the current generation of roots rock stars among his fans. 

Teen Idol Fabian followed Elvis Presley and Rick Nelson into the US charts based on everything 
but singing talent. Plucked from the Philadelphia street by Bob Marucci and Peter DeAngelis, 
owners of Chancellor Records who were looking for a good looker to turn into a star, helped, of 
course, by DJ Dick Clark, whose high profile teen-oriented TV show American Bandstand was 
based in Philadelphia. 

Within a year, Fabian, just 15, won an award as Most Promising Male Vocalist of 1958, despite 
admitting to a judge in the Payola scandal that electronics had been used to significantly improve 
his voice. 

“I felt like a puppet,” he confessed, but his good looks attracted the attention of Hollywood, and he 
made a series of above-the-title film appearances. Despite radio airplay, and a really cool 
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appearance on the Perry Como TV show, also broadcast in Britain, UK audiences were having 
none of it, and he failed to make the top forty with any of his releases. 

Frankie Ford is an Italian-American based in New Orleans whose first lucky break came through 
Jackson, Mississippi record label owner Johnny Vincent. He had recorded Huey Piano Smith and 
the Clowns’ own composition Sea Cruise, backed by a track called Loberta, with lead vocals by 
black transvestite Bobby Marchan. Aiming to appeal to the white teenage market, Vincent 
replaced Bobby's vocal with the teenage Frankie's take on the song and a US hit was born. The 
flip was changed from Loberta, a clearly black female's name, with the more milky Roberta. 

Sea Cruise was helped on its way by a short, now hilarious, film still visible on YouTube which 
shows a sinking Frankie ending his cruise. 

Frankie remained active, punctuating his singing and piano playing with near-the-knuckle humour, 
and was a regular on festival bills. Inexplicably, none of Frankie's records bothered the UK charts. 

On the cusp of the birth of Rock’n’Roll, Tennessee Ernie's country boogies, heavy on piano, did no 
chart business in the UK, but were adopted as proto-Rock’n’Roll in the seventies revival. True, 
Ernie hit paydirt with Sixteen Tons and The Ballad of Davy Crockett in the UK but his more rocking 
material was roundly ignored. 

Despite his name, he was born in Virginia, and became one of the country music industry's 
brightest stars releasing ballads, rockers and more than 100 gospel albums. 

Anyone wondering what the witty Ernie is singing about in this morality tale, a Fox 4-10 was a 
popular brand of shotgun. Blackberry Boogie and Tennessee Local are other Ford tracks that are, 
in musical terms, not Fords but Cadillacs. 

It was Tommy Hunt, still singing for his supper, who came up with this stunning arrangement of the 
standard, and he was duly rewarded when The Flamingos sang their way to a million seller 
Stateside. A beautiful song, wonderfully sung but woefully unappreciated in the UK for 25 years. 

Until Art Garfunkel used exactly the same arrangement of the song, and took it to number one on 
the British charts without a backward glance or a nod to Tommy. 

The tuneful Mr Hunt calls Yorkshire home these days, and is as well appreciated on the northern 
soul scene for his solo records as he is revered by doo-wop fans for his group efforts. A stunning 
live performer still, his version of Ol' Man River is a tour de force. 

San Francisco-based Bobby Freeman's self-penned single made the top five in the States and 
proved it had legs when it charted in the UK in 1962 for Cliff Richard and the Shadows and in 1965 
for the Beach Boys. But neither of these two covers were a patch on the original with its bongo 
drums and upfront piano, its false ending and Bobby's plaintive wailing. 

It became a staple of live groups at the time, and was further covered by everyone from Bette 
Midler, who also charted it, to Johnny Rivers. 

Bobby, now 75, made only one more US chart entry, with C'mon and Swim, not an invitation to 
take a plunge, but yet another dance craze. Freeman was a one-time resident in the Bay area's 
Condor Club, supporting go-go dancer Carol Doda, said to have the largest natural breasts in the 
world. 

Haley, the undisputed godfather of Rock'n'Roll, went through something of a fallow period in the 
late fifties when it seemed like, in the words of Dave Alvin, that Haley's comet had hit the ground. 
But he came roaring back with a change of style and this very solid, if a little silly, track that got 
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airplay aplenty. But no sales action in the UK. He placed it on both Billboard and Cashbox charts 
in the States, and the formula was sufficiently successful to spark a similar follow-up in Lean Jean. 
Both appeared on the Haley LP Bill Haley's Chicks. 

The song attracted scores of covers, and was still going strong the best part of ten years later 
when Bill re-recorded the number in Spanish. The Latin market kept Bill going, and in Mexico he 
was known as The King of The Twist, beating both Hank Ballard and Chubby Checker with 
releases featuring the then-new dance craze. 

Thurston first appeared on record in 1953, with Los Angeles-based vocal group The Lamplighters, 
signed as a solo to Aladdin Records, and sold a million copies of his cover of this Bobby Day 
song. 

But seek without success to find Thurston's name on any list of UK chartbusters. He made a 
series of great records, among them Runk Bunk, which attracted a cover by Adam Faith, and Do 
What You Did, which is still in pianoman Sam Hardie's live set. 

I Used to Cry Mercy Mercy from 1954 featuring Thurston's lead vocal appears on lists of top five 
Rock’n’Roll records of all time. 

Little Bitty Pretty One was subsequently Frankie Lymon's biggest selling solo single, and was 
revived by everyone from The Jackson Five to Clyde McPhatter. Sadly, Thurston died of a heart 
attack at just 58 in 1990. 

Country star Johnny, known as The Singing Fisherman, proved he could rock with his first hit 
Honky Tonk Man, a great record that did not prepare anyone for the power of I'm Coming Home, 
which only found wide acceptance when it was included on the CBS Rockabillies collection in the 
seventies. 

Yes, it came out on a single, and, No, it didn't chart. 

There's a reason for the distinctive sound on I'm Coming Home. Guitarist on the session, Grady 
Martin, was playing a six-string Danelectro bass as a lead guitar. 

Johnny had modest UK success with The Battle of New Orleans, covered and bowdlerised by 
Lonnie Donegan, and North to Alaska, from the John Wayne/Fabian film. 

Johnny died when his Cadillac was in a head-on crash with a drunk teenage truck driver in Texas 
in 1960. 

The Impalas may have sold a million copies of this doo-wop classic in the States but had to make 
do with a one week run in the UK charts, reaching only number 28. 

They formed in Brooklyn in 1958, with Joe “Speedo” Frazier as lead singer and were one of the 
few integrated groups of the doo-wop era. 

They recorded the song for the tiny Hamilton label in their first year of formation, which was 
brought to the attention of disc jockey Dick Clark. He added his name as co-composer, and in 
return negotiated the group a deal with the giant MGM organisation. 

Frazier re-formed the group in 1980 and they were regulars on the oldies club and festival circuit 
until Frazier died in April last year at the age of 72. 

Pop singer Lulu wouldn't have had much of a career if it weren't for the Isley Brothers who wrote 
the call-and-response gospel-inflected number and had a minor US hit with it. In the end, it earned 
them a gold record since it kept on selling, helped by a slew of covers by The Beatles, Joey Dee 
and the Starliters, Tommy James and many more. 
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Meanwhile, the brothers, Rudolph, Ronald and O'Kelly proved to be one of the longest serving 
groups in pop history, 

They followed up Shout with Twist and Shout, before moving to the Motown label where they were 
the first to record I Heard it Through the Grapevine which was not released at the time. This Old 
Heart of Mine was though, and by the time of their monster hit It's Your Thing were on their own 
label T-Neck, and through the seventies had hits like Summer Breeze, That Lady and Harvest for 
the World. 

New Orleans native Clarence Henry earned his soubriquet with this record, in which he proves he 
can sing like a girl, and croak like a frog. 

Yet another US hit in 1956, it meant zilch when it came out in the UK on London-American label, 
but Clarence had his UK chart chance five years later when he placed But I Do and You Always 
Hurt the One You Love in the top twenty. 

Influenced by Fats Domino and Professor Longhair, 78-year-old Clarence still plays to this day, 
and his music has inspired the likes of Chas'n'Dave, with Chas Hodges producing his single This 
Old Piano in the UK, which he tours from time to time. 

Wanda Jackson is regarded by many as The Queen of Rock'n'Roll although she has placed as 
many discs on the country chart as she has on the pop listings. This is thanks, in part, to her 
versatile voice which can go from a deep growl to a soothing lilt in the course of a single number. 

Her Capitol label outing above is aided by the exemplary backing provided by late pianist Big Al 
Downing, and the guitar work of country star Roy Clark.  

Probably her best known work is her revival of Elvis Presley's Let's Have a Party, but that, too, had 
a modest chart placing just outside the Top Thirty. Famously, she dated Elvis Presley, who 
coached her on singing rockers. 

Wanda is still on the circuit, and includes the UK on her worldwide tours, impressing with her 
warmth and good-hearted humour. 

The man with the pumping piano had a run of UK hits including Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin' On, 
High School Confidential, and Breathless and hit number one with Great Balls of Fire, but 
inexplicably failed to chart his take on the anthemic Stephen Foster standard Old Black Joe. 

It has since become a staple with rockabilly bands, not least Crazy Cavan and the Rhythm 
Rockers, and has been re-recorded countless times by other acts. 

Jerry Lee, nicknamed The Killer, has courted controversy throughout his career, initially by 
marrying a 13-year-old, which is customary in his home state of Louisiana much to the surprise of 
Daily Mirror readers of the day. 

These days, his career has reached new heights thanks to his portrayal in the hit play The Million 
Dollar Quartet, and he has stars lining up to duet with him for new recordings. 

Buddy Knox and the band The Rhythm Orchids went to Norman Petty's studio in Clovis New 
Mexico at the suggestion of fellow Texan Roy Orbison. Petty had steered Buddy Holly and the 
Crickets into the charts. 

Two tunes were considered suitable for release in 1957 by Roulette Records, Party Doll, and the 
flip I'm Sticking With You. 

Rather than waste a strong B side, the latter was released as by Jimmy Bowen, which followed 
Party Doll up the US charts, which made number one. 
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Buddy had a long career in the music business until his death in 1999, while Bowen became a 
record producer, making discs with the likes of Frank Sinatra. 

Party Doll failed to make the UK top twenty, and neither did a strong revival by British group The 
Jets. 

This Arizona native was the happy recipient of an early Phil Spector production on the Dunes label 
US and UK hit Pretty Little Angel Eyes in 1961, and Phil followed the formula for this follow-up. It 
worked in the States, but not the UK. 

But you can't keep a good song down, and seventies revivalists Showaddywaddy shepherded the 
song to the coveted number one slot in 1976. 

Curtis made only one more record before returning to his hometown of Yuma where he worked in 
construction until his retirement. He died as recently as January this year at the age of 75. 

The Big O's career is marked by emotional ballads which led to 22 
consecutive hits including Only the Lonely, In Dreams and Crying. 

But before his breakthrough, he was a solid rockabilly as this track 
proves. Roy died in 1988, but his estate must have made a mint out 
of this rocker, since it has been included in such science fiction films 
as Star Trek. It also surfaced in a cop TV series set in the fifties. 

However, few would have heard it at the time of its release on the 
Memphis-based Sun label since it was not picked up for UK release 
for years, until it appeared on an EP. 

Orbison remained hugely popular in the UK thanks in part to regular 
visits, and was on a career high at the time of his death, thanks to his involvement with fellow stars 
in The Traveling Wilburys, and new solo recordings like You Got It. 

Bandleader Johnny Otis got the idea for hand jive when he saw British teenagers doing it in coffee 
bars on a visit to London. So did the Brits return the compliment by propelling this into the chart? 
Did they hell. Johnny, one of the most talented and influential artists since before the birth of 
Rock’n’Roll had to make do with just two measly chart entries in the UK, the untypical Ma He's 
Making Eyes at Me and Bye Bye Baby. 

Hand Jive made the US top ten and attracted cover versions from everyone from Cliff Richard to 
Eric Clapton, while Johnny's equally influential releases included Casting My Spell, covered by 
The Pirates and Wilko Johnson among others, and Mumbling Mosie, which also attracted the 
attention of Cliff Richard. 

Johnny, birthname Ioannis Veliotes, was of Greek extraction, and grew up in Berkeley, California, 
in a principally black community with whom he identified his whole life. He died in 2012 at the age 
of 90. 

Rockabilly Carl Perkins recorded this for the Memphis Sun label at the suggestion of his father 
Buck, who half-remembered it as an old blues tune. Jerry Lee Lewis was in the studio at the time, 
and joined Carl on the session. 

Carl himself took composer credit, although lyrically it resembled a 1920s Blind Lemon Jefferson 
song that Carl says he had not heard at the time. 

Later the same day, both Elvis Presley and Johnny Cash popped into 706 Union Avenue, laying 
down what became the Million Dollar Quartet recordings, which inspired the successful stage play. 
It includes Carl's hit Blue Suede Shoes. 
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London American released the cut in the UK, where it was no more successful than it had been in 
the States. It appeared on no chart listing, but went on to inspire a generation of musicians, The 
Beatles and Dave Edmunds among them. Carl died in 1998 at 66. 

A contender for best double-sided record of the Rock’n’Roll era, both sides of this iconic flop 
provided future hits for others. 

The Rays were a four piece harmony outfit based in New York, and the title above was their fourth 
and most successful recording, written for them by Frank Slay and Bob Crewe, famed for their 
association with the Four Seasons and Freddy Cannon. 

The Rays had recorded two sides for Chess that meant little, and cut the above initially for the 
XYZ label, which was then leased to the larger Cameo-Parkway. 

Silhouettes was subsequently a hit for Herman's Hermits and Cliff Richard, while The Darts and 
Boney M both had debut hits with Daddy Cool. 

The Rays’ release on London-American never got out of the gate. 

The young Chan was seen as successor to the late Ritchie Valens, 
and was signed by Bob Keane to the same Del Fi imprint, where 
Ritchie recorded his US hits, just two weeks after Ritchie had passed 
on. Ethnically and musically Chan bore a strong resemblance to 
Valens, and was a big fan of his music. The added bonus was that 
Chan wrote his own material. 

Hippy Hippy Shake came out on Columbia in the UK and was 
blasting out of many a jukebox in 1959, but that popularity failed to 
translate into big sales. 

Chan is still active musically, headlining Barcelona's Screamin' 
Festival in June this year, and has appeared at the Hemsby Rock’n’Roll weekender. 

Various follow-ups including My Little Ruby and I Want Some More were equally as exciting as 
“Shake” but it was left to the Swinging Blue Jeans to take the song to number two in the UK charts 
four years later. 

This is the song that could challenge Louie Louie for the title of the most recorded song from the 
rock era. It was covered by The Beatles, The Rolling Stones, The Doors, Jerry Lee Lewis, with 
groups as diverse as The Sonics, The Kingsmen and The Flying Lizards having hits with it. 

For Barrett Strong who originated it on Detroit's fledgling Tamla label, it sold well enough in the 
States to springboard a career that continues today, but the release on London-American sank 
without trace. 

Strong maintains he had a hand in writing the number, but his name does not appear on the label 
credits of the original release. However, he has written and produced any number of international 
hits for the Tamla-Motown group and has been properly credited and rewarded for those. 

Vince Taylor was born in Britain in 1939, but moved to the States as a lad, attending Hollywood 
High School before he returned to the UK with the aim of becoming a Rock’n’Roll star. Like many 
of his generation, he started at the 2is coffee bar in London's Old Compton Street, and won a 
recording contract with Parlophone. 

His second single for them was Brand New Cadillac, often named as the best British-made 
Rock’n’Roll record. The numties at Parlophone had no idea what they had on their hands, 
relegated the classic to the B side of the single, and dropped Vince from the label. 
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Vince, born Brian Holden, bounced back, dressed himself in black leather like his hero Gene 
Vincent, and became a major star in France. 

“Cadillac” meanwhile became a number one hit in Europe for a variety of other acts, not least 
Britain's The Renegades, who halved the speed of the song, and it has been revived by everyone 
from The Clash to Brian Setzer. Vince died in 1991. 

A 1956 rhythm'n'blues US hit for blues shouter Joe Turner with witty, adult lyrics, it was duly 
leased by London-American in the UK from New York's Atlantic records, with high expectations 
since it featured in the film Shake Rattle and Rock, which was also released in Britain. 

Those dreams were not realised, and it was not until almost thirty years later that the song 
became a UK hit in the hands of Shakin' Stevens. 

Big Joe, born in Kansas City in 1911, had a lengthy career behind him as a featured vocalist with 
such bands as Duke Ellington and Count Basie before the uptempo jump blues in which he 
specialised was re-classified as Rock’n’Roll. 

Joe's jivers like Boogie Woogie Country Girl, Shake Rattle and Roll and Teenage Letter remain 
stalwarts of the Rock’n’Roll dance scene. 

It's hard to imagine today that Ritchie Valens was only 18 when he died in the 1959 plane crash 
that also took Buddy Holly and The Big Bopper, and that his musical career lasted only eight 
months. 

It's even harder to imagine that this double sided US smash only appeared for one week in the UK 
top thirty, on the bottom rung of the chart ladder. 

Marty Wilde had the British hit with the ballad topside of Ritchie's song, while the flip is credited 
with inventing Chicano Rock’n’Roll when Ritchie took a traditional Mexican number and rocked it 
up. He spoke no Spanish, and had to be coached with the lyrics. 

More people went to see director Taylor Hackford's bio-pic “La Bamba” than bought the record on 
first release. And more people bought Tommy Steele's cover of Ritchie's Come On Let's Go than 
bought the original. 

Nevertheless, Ritchie's legacy is closely guarded, and when Led Zeppelin released Boogie With 
Stu without crediting the Valens original Ooh My Head as the source, m'learned friends became 
involved. 

Capitol Records star Eugene Vincent Craddock burst into British 
consciousness with his electrifying performance in the first colour 
Rock’n’Roll movie The Girl Can't Help It in 1956. As a result, the 
song he performed to such great effect in the film, Be Bop A Lula 
became the hit that wouldn't stop, charting on no less than three 
separate occasions in the same year. 

Not so with some of his later releases. Case in point: Say Mama, a 
sax-driven rocker equalled in power by its flip, Be Bop Boogie Boy. 

At no point did it appear in any UK chart of the time. 

Vincent, a one-time sailor, was hospitalised after a motor cycle 
crash which permanently damaged his leg. He was signed to 
Capitol as possible challenger to Elvis Presley and his constant 

stream of US hits attracted the attention of Brit TV producer Jack Good who came up with the idea 
of Gene's trademark black leather outfit. Gene died in 1971, 

Bubbling under: Larry Williams – Slow Down, Link Wray – Rumble and dozens of others. 

John Howard  
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Here's a new release with a cool cardboard sleeve in the now famous 
Sun 100 series. This one is numbered Sun SP-108 and features the 
wild "That Don't Move Me" and a cover of "Roll Over Beethoven", both 
recordings being from 1956. "That Don't Move Me" is rough and 
unfinished. Five takes and a false start stayed in the vaults for years 
before the song first appeared on the Sun/Charly LP 1018 "Rabbit 
Action" in 1985.  

"Roll Over Beethoven" with Jerry Lee Lewis on piano was recorded in 
December ‘56/January ‘57 and really cooks. This is the only take and it 
was first issued in 1974 on the LP "Sun Rockabillys, Vol 3" (6467 028). 

Carl Perkins and his brothers slowed some of the tempo and gave a new "bop" identity to Chuck 
Berry's classic song. It may have been a warm up track because Sam Phillips would probably 
never have issued a song owned by Arc Music, the song publishing arm of Chess records 
because here he had in the studio a fine songwriter who could put his songs on Hi Lo Music 
owned by Sam. And that's where the real money was...  

That song was not the only one from Chuck's book to come into Carl's repertoire. At the famous 
"Million Dollar Quartet" jam session, they also had "Brown Eyed Handsome Man" and "Too Much 
Monkey Business". Chuck Berry, like Little Richard, had a strong influence for sure on those rock-
a-billy cats! This is a cool and welcome piece of blue coloured vinyl to match your shoes and a 
Fan Club card repro. You can get it from Lenox Records and some other great record sellers like 
Crazy Times, Sleazy or Thunder Sound records. Let's bop like unshaved Dan! 

 

Here's the record of the year presenting two studio outtakes by The 
Georgia Peach plus more. "I Got It" starts with a talking, preachin' 
speech to promote Royal Crown Hair Dressing who sponsored Little 
Richard's pompadour. It's just crazy... What a voice and energy. The 
cat could have sold you a fur coat to wear in Hell! "I Got It", is a 
demented rockin' tune that has a real bright sound.  

On the flip side we have take one of "Ooh My Soul" probably 
recorded in January 1957. Here we have a fast and wild delivery with 
screaming saxes... that's what Rock’n’Roll is all about, the crazy 
sound that made the adults afraid back then.  

The back sleeve notes are just perfect with sentences such as "While the titles may look kinda 
familiar, these are unreleased alternative versions that are so savage and crazy they could have 
come from outer space. Like, planet Urania baby! Each ditty is a flitty rhythm-novelty teamed with 
jive lyrics that break the sound barrier in velocity and loudness". Enough said! You'd better get 
yourself this great piece of vinyl but be careful about using your Royal Crown greased fingers to 
take it out of the sleeve.  

It's on Raw records and it's really raw and raucous! Last but not least you will enjoy a cool picture 
of Little Richard being interviewed by a CKDA radio reporter. The radio station was located in 
Victoria, British Columbia, which makes clear the worldwide rockin' rave in the '50s. Ooh! My 
Soul!! 

Dominique "Imperial" Anglares 
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178 miles up the motorways to Stoke (once of pottery 
fame) and on the eve of his 80th birthday, I eagerly 
awaited (with colleague Marty) the 9pm arrival of Billy 
Harlan at the small social club. Prior to this I had stood 
by the doorway in need of fresh air only to enquire as to 
the well-being of a smartly dressed gent as he stumbled 
over the carpet before me. ‘How funny if that was 
actually Billy Harlan’ I mused to Marty (so named after 
Mr Wilde) as we had both commented on the fact that 
we had no idea what he looked like in his latter years.  

Funny it was, as Billy then took to the stage and 
launched straight into his classic stroller ‘I Wanna Bop’, 
a Brunswick release circa March-May 1958. Billy was 

backed by The Runawayz, a four-piece local Rockabilly outfit that seem to be gaining traction on 
the festival circuit. The lead guitarist, equipped with a custom made ‘52 reissue worn (very) 
Telecaster made the song sound more like an ‘80s retro rock track than the original 45. This 
inevitably led to some timing issues as the band were not in sync with the singer and all dues to 
Billy as he made the best of an unnecessary situation. 

Keeping with the up-tempo theme, the next song ‘Schoolhouse Rock’ was the second to be 
released by Brunswick in ‘58 and a play on Elvis’s ‘Jailhouse Rock’. Both songs have rightly been 
included in Rockabilly compilations since their resurgence by Bear Family Records. Next came the 
RCA rocker ‘Teen Jean Jive’ which was originally backed by the Everly Brothers on guitar. 

On occasion Billy spoke briefly of his past and life in music and his 
desire to emulate Elvis and the success of other 
Rock'n'Roll/Rockabilly artists of the time but it was clear that from 
a promising musical start in the early ‘50s, his tree had born little 
fruit by the end of the decade. Like so many deserving of a break, 
their luck never came. 

Finally, before the inevitable slow down we were then treated to a 
clever lyrical number titled ‘I Ain’t Elvis’ and then the next RCA 
1959 production, a ballad called ‘This Lonely Man’ and hopefully 
not a direct reference to his experiences post Chet Atkins’ 
decision not to release the RCA produced tracks due to his lack of 
faith in their marketability and eventual sales. This became the 
catalyst for Billy’s departure to Arizona and 10 year absence from 
the music industry. 

‘Boogie Woogie Rock'n'Roll Man’ proved an audience favourite 
and showed off the talents of the keyboard player who pounded those keys like a man possessed. 

We were then shown his more recent writing exploits with one of the tracks ‘Be Boppin Annie’ from 
his latest CD which induced the females to stroll at the front of stage. His admiration and direct 
links to the Everly Brothers was clear as he paid tribute with four of their classic hits: ‘Walk Right 
Back’, ‘Bye Bye Love’, ‘All I Have To Do Is Dream’ and ‘Wake Up Little Suzie’. Some of the 
harmonies attempted by the guitarist and bassist left much to be desired but the songs were done 
justice by a strong lead vocal. 

The inevitable dawned and singalong time arrived with great audience participation with Guy 
Mitchell’s ‘Singing The Blues’ before a return to Elvis and a stellar rendition of ‘Just Because’. A 
quick guitar change to (in my mind) a more appropriate model, a Gretsch 5120 and a smattering of 
instrumental authenticity as Billy launched into a Chuck Berry classic ‘Johnny B. Goode’ and a 
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brief duckwalk across the stage. His final offing of the night was ‘Hello Mary Lou’ by Rick Nelson, 
which was welcomed by an appreciative vocal audience before the 60th minute of the set arrived 
and the end to an interesting evening. With much fan adoration, applause and loud wooping, Billy 
gave an encore of his signature tune ‘I Wanna Bop’ which rounded off the evening aptly. 

On a personal level, I am glad to have had the opportunity to see Billy Harlan live as I am a big fan 
of ‘I Wanna Bop’ and he deserves the accolades of later life as he performs on the Rockabilly 
circuit and returns to the studio with new material. However, he warranted a more accomplished 

support group (Tales From The Woods for example) and musicians who would have done 

greater justice to his music and the era. 

Dick Taylor 

BILLY HARLAN AT THE COWBOY UP SALOON - WAARDAMME (BELGIUM) - APRIL 23, 2017 

Following a gig at Stoke-on-Trent (UK), Billy flew to 
Belgium to play an afternoon gig on April 23, 2017 at a 
Steakhouse Saloon near Bruges. For that performance 
he was backed by a French combo, The Swinging Dice 
with two CDs behind them. The band members are 
Pierre Matifat (vocal, piano), Fabien Lippens (lead 
guitar), Matthieu Duretz (bass) and Dann-Charles 
Deneux (drums), four cool and talented cats who have 
played together for 10 years. They opened with their 
own "Hey Hey", "Can You Hear Me", "Get ready to 
Rock" setting a strong rockin' beat with obvious New 

Orleans' influence when they paid a little tribute to Allen Toussaint. Pierre Matifat is a heck of 
piano player and a fine vocalist with a taste for Rhythm and Blues. Also from their own repertoire 
were "The Wall" and a couple of others with some exposure given to the abilities of their drummer 
and lead guitarist who plays on a Fender Telecaster. The beat was strong, movin', rockin' and 
rollin'. Their set ended with the classic “House of the Blue Light" before everybody had a friendly 
chit-chat waiting for Billy Harlan's set. Having no time for rehearsal, the play list for Billy's 
performance was built on some classic ‘50s tunes with the addition of "I Wanna Bop" and "I Ain't 
Elvis", two of Billy's compositions. 

The young 80 year old Billy Harlan opened with his 1958 classic rock-a-billy 
tune "I Wanna Bop" brightly supported by the band. Next Matthieu traded his 
double bass for a regular one and they all went into "Johnny B. Goode" 
before going on the classic country movers "Singing The Blues" and "Just 
Because" that were followed by "Hello Mary Lou". Of course, Billy being a 
close friend of the Everly Brothers since the early ‘50s he  played "Bye Bye 
Love" before closing with "I Ain't Elvis", a strong tune built somewhat on 
"Mystery Train". Billy may not be an out and out rocker but he's a charming 
man and real cool dude. The set went for 30 minutes before Billy joined the 
crowd, staying there for the whole evening. Great chat was going between 
the band, Billy and some friends having made the trip from France and 
Holland. 

On my own side, sharing memories with Billy Harlan who recorded before I was born and talking 
with Pierre Matifat whose father enjoyed the same concerts that I did in the mid ‘80s was quite a 
thrill. The School House rocked by Billy in 1958 now has some new pupils who are pleased to tell 
him thanks for coming a long way to entertain us... like you did in Germany in April 1957 for the 
US troops. 60 years ago already but still cool! 

Dominique "Imperial" ANGLARES - May 1, 2017 
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At long last I’m accustomed to double screening sessions in a vain 

attempt to watch as many movies as I possibly can, with a real risk of 

forgetting, sometimes the plot, sometimes the title… sometimes for the 

best. 

I’ve already lost count of how many I watched, how many I liked, how 

many are worth mentioning and how many made the final cut for this 

article. 

Starting first with the ones I loved, either because of the creative montage, because of 

their double reading and deeper meaning or because, why not, its music… after all this is 

TFTW magazine. 

 

       
A giant monster attacking Seoul and a girl forced back home 

after being kicked from both work and her boyfriend are 

somehow connected. 

Despite their comedy bits Sudeikis and Hathaway reveal a 

very dark and emotional tone. 

Critics labelled it as a monster movie but I tend to disagree. 

The monster works as a metaphor for a woman getting back 

control of herself and her circumstances; these are 

alcoholism and domestic violence. 

 

         
Elizabeth Sloane, a high stake lobbyist in D.C, takes it 

all against the powerful gun lobby. 

The US gun lobby launched an aggressive campaign to 

boycott the film, limiting its screening; it gained acclaim 

from critics broadening its audience at last. 

Corruption and greed meet their match in a spy thriller; 

suspenseful, fast paced with an emotional ending. 

Recommended. 
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A stepped away CIA interrogator is recalled 

again to prevent an imminent terrorist 

attack. 

An interesting amalgam of British, 

American, German and Palestinian actors, 

with a Swedish female lead actress. 

Gripping thriller where each act unravels a 

new twist while its story-line unfolds 

through the streets of London, becoming its 

very own character. 

 

          
Peter Quill discovers his own heritage after the 

Guardians get saved from an army of drones by his 

long lost true father. 

Same cast as the original, duh! Dave Batista (Drax) 

and Michael Rooker (Yondu) take on bigger and deeper 

roles, stealing the show. 

Despite losing some of its original freshness and 

suffering a bit from a rather simpler plot, it focuses 

greatly on comedy and character development, 

strengthening the group ties necessary in expectation 

of Infinity War. 
 

Guardians of the Galaxy is a great movie to watch, if 

only to refresh (or even learn if you still haven’t seen 

it) the origins of such a fun team of super heroes. 

 

Moreover the soundtrack on both movies is quite 

enjoyable. 

 

 

Following is one yet habitual honourable mention, one yet habitual foreign language film, and 

again one yet habitual Korean-Japanese production. 
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Nothing is as it appears to be when a 

handmaiden is hired to look after a Japanese 

heiress. 

Based on Sarah Waters’ original novel 

“Fingersmith”, only this time set in 1930’s 

Korea under Japanese rule. 

At moments it feels like a soft porn movie 

which helps ease the gravitas of the events 

revealed in a nonlinear transition in three 

acts. 

 

Finally, some movies that have gathered much momentum, some due to their huge publicity 

drive, some due to their reputable cast, some due to their recognised name. 

 

                 
Rather than a true sequel, Prometheus attempted 

to follow its own path and take us with it. It had 

its flaws and the unexpected changes were not 

greeted by fans. 

 

This time it tries to appease fans by rerouting 

itself back again to the Alien universe. 

 

 

Frankly, I won’t bother with the plot and trivia features. 

 

 

I would rather go home and watch the original 

horror movie, Alien. 

 

Or, if you prefer a more action oriented 

version, go and see its sequel, Aliens. 
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Mighty dark magician Vortigern has taken 

the throne and can only be stopped by its 

true heir Arthur and Excalibur. 

Eric Bana reprises a role of a mythical 

king; first King Hector of Troy and here 

King Uther of Camelot. 

It has its moments and neat ideas with 

dynamic, somewhat quirky, cinematography 

and impressive CGI while it lacks on 

narrative. 

The Sword in the Stone offers a more relaxing and light 

hearted alternative to Camelot’s legendary tale. 

 

If you loved it because of the visuals and vibrant 

camera effects, you may enjoy Guy Ritchie’s Sherlock 

Holmes. 
 

 

 

                            
Captain Jack Sparrow has to retrieve the Trident of 

Poseidon to stop an old enemy from killing him. 

Fifth iteration of the series. Orlando Bloom reprises his 

original role as Will Turner. 

A movie that causes polarizing opinions. It does still hold 

you and will keep you entertained and even amused but 

shows certain franchise fatigue. 

 

 

Still fresh and enjoyable as ever, the very first Pirates of 

the Caribbean: the Curse of the Black Pearl offers a good 

opportunity to refresh our memories of Johnny Depp’s 

joyful and peculiar character 

Marti Canal.  
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The Buzz 
Welcome to The Buzz 

The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs where you really need to show 
your face. 

 

You may recall gang in our last issue, 96, we ran another in our series on cinemas that once 
graced our high streets. In that particular edition we remembered the sadly long gone Gaumont in 
Bromley, Kent. I asked if anyone had visited this stunning palace of moving pictures in their 
younger days to please share their memories with us. Veteran guitarist, songwriter 

and publisher Dave Travis called the TFTW office to say that, as a young lad he was 

a regular attendee. Long before his fortune was made in the music business Dave, 
no doubt with a few of his pals, would walk the short distance from Bickley (a suburb 
of Bromley) to this grandiose house of  dreams to watch Randolph Scott and his 
white stallion chasing all those baddies across the wide open spaces. A year or two 
later maybe his imagination running riot as he hung on to every seductive gesture of 
the latest Diana Dors movie. 

Come issue 98 we shall be back with further memories, 
this time once again in the seats of the Regal in 
Edmonton. Were you one of those kids in short trousers 
cheering the goodies, booing the baddies, throwing your 
ice cream at the screen? If you were, we definitely want to 
hear from you. There can’t be too many of our slightly 
more senior members who will not know at least two very 
important Rock’n’Roll stage shows took place there during 
the fifties. Were you there? Then share all those wonderful 
memories with us, don't keep it a secret.  

That's all from me for issue 97, I now hand over to Dave "Jazz Junction" Carroll for another of his 
gig guides, that I know that many of you quite rightly believe to be the mother of all gig guides, 
essential reading for all fans of roots music. 

 

The Gig List 

Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate. 

The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.  

 

June 2017 

 

5 Monday JD McPherson 

 100 Club SOLD OUT 

 

13 Tuesday The Impressions 

Farewell tour billed as ‘The Soul of Curtis Mayfield’.  Oh 

how we need him now.  

Union Chapel £32.50 + fees 

 

13 Tuesday Eddy & The Wild Dice 

Swamp blues at gator-free venue despite the adjacent 

canal.  

The Union Tavern, 45 Woodfield Road, W9 2BA Music 8.30 pm Collection 

 

http://www.ukrock.net/ 

http://www.ukrock.net/
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18 Sunday Mike Sanchez 

Britain’s rhythm & blues treasure guaranteeing a great night out.  

100 Club £15.40 adv, £17.50 door 

 

19/20 Mon/Tue Leroy Hutson 

Jazz Cafe CANCELLED 

 

21 Wednesday Charlie Wood 

Porretta favourite and now UK resident doing day job.  

Karamel Restaurant, Wood Green £10 

 

22 Thursday Southside Johnny & The Asbury Jukes 

Blue-eyed soul from New Jersey.  

The Forum £31 - £36 + fees 

 

23 Friday Bootsy’s Rubber Band 

Bass legend of funk springs back into action.  

The Forum £36 - £46 + fees 

 

23 Friday Steve Arrington 

Onetime Slave bringing disco to those who don’t like pop music.  

229 The Venue £30.80 

 

27 Tuesday Eddy & The Wild Dice 

Swamp blues at gator-free venue despite the adjacent 

canal.  

The Union Tavern, 45 Woodfield Road W9 2BA

 Music 8.30 pm Collection 

 

28 Wednesday North Mississippi Allstars 

The sons of Memphis legend Jim Dickinson playing 

southern blues and rock.  

Dingwall’s £16.50 + fees 

 

July 2017 

1 Saturday Fred Wesley & The New JBs 

Long-time trombonist for James Brown keeping the 

funk flame burning bright.  

Under The Bridge £25 + fees 

 

5 Wednesday St Paul & The Broken Bones 

Support is Lee Fields & The Expressions.  Take your 

choice.  

Troxy, 490 Commercial Road E1 0HX £30.25 

 

6 Thursday Ronnie Baker Brooks 

Chicago blues from a son of the late Lonnie Brooks.  

Nell’s Jazz & Blues £16.50 + fees 

 

6 Thursday Mavis Staples + The James 

Hunter 6 

Union Chapel SOLD OUT 

 

7 Friday Taj Mahal & Keb Mo 

 
The Organ for the Swedish 

Rock'n'Roll Club 
 

KUNGSGATAN 5 - SE-432 45 VARBERG - SWEDEN 
 

Founded in 1979, AMERICAN MUSIC 
MAGAZINE is an A4 size magazine, published 

three times a year for all devotees of 50's 
associated music. Each issue comprises at 

least 48 pages of interesting fact filled articles 
and reviews complete with a cover in glorious 
colour, rare photographs in abundance, artist 
discographies and recording session details 

when available. 
 

Annual subscription rates for three issues is 
£24. Sample copy is £9, PDF file is £15. For 

more enquiries contact our UK representative 
Dickie Tapp at e-mail: 

dickietapp@googlemail.com 
 

mailto:dickietapp@googlemail.com
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Senior bluesmen following collaborative album with a tour.  

Shepherd’s Bush Empire £33 - £38.50 + fees 

 

13 Thursday Paul Lamb & The Kingsnakes 

Award-winning harmonica player and blues band.  

Eel Pie Club at the Cabbage Patch, Twickenham £12 

 

13 Thursday Buddy Guy 

Gold-plated blues at venue which once had B.B. King, Bobby Bland, John Lee Hooker all on the same bill. 

Hammersmith Apollo £60.50 & £66.50 

 

17/18 Mon/Tue The Blind Boys Of Alabama 

Is gospel worth more?  It is when you get Jimmy Carter and Paul Beasley (though Clarence Fountain may 

not travel).  

Ronnie Scott’s £70 - £100 + fees 

 

21-23 Fri-Sun Hook & Sling Festival 

‘The Finest In Funk, Soul & Breaks’.  Line-up includes Syl Johnson but doesn’t cite day(s).  

229 The Venue £33 per night or £93.50 (3-day ticket) 

 

27 Thursday Rodney Crowell & Jim Lauderdale 

Two senior figures from country and Americana.  

King’s Place £27.50 

 

28 Friday Toots & The Maytals 

Reggae legend capable of filling concert halls.  

Barbican £25 - £40 + fees 

 

29 Saturday Ruby Dee & The Snakehandlers 

Rockabilly and more from Ruby and her ritually inclined band.  

Green Note £10 + fees 

 

August 2017 

5 Saturday Lucky Peterson 

Contemporary bluesman apparently discovered by Willie Dixon when aged three.  

Ronnie Scott’s £25 - £50 + fees 

 

11 Friday Reverend Peyton’s Big Damn Band 

Country blues trio led by a Kentucky Colonel.  

Borderline £17.50 + fees 

 

28 Monday Generations featuring Fred Wesley, Tony Match and Leonardo Corradi 

Another project for septuagenarian Fred Wesley is this organ trio.  

Jazz Cafe £12.50 + fees 

 

September 2017 

27 Saturday Shuggie Otis 

Guitar prodigy, thankful for a Johnny, appears with full American band. (Rescheduled from May)  

Under The Bridge £25 + fees 

 

JUNE MUSIC AT THE ACE CAFÉ  

Wed 7th – 6pm -11pm – Hot Rod Night with The Outsiders + DJ Little Carl – Entry Free 

Sat 24th – 7pm – 11pm – Rhythm n’ Cruise Rockin’ Record Hop with DJ Jimmy Guntrip – Entry Free 
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Sharp as a Switchblade 

Paul Barrett Rock'n'Roll Enterprises 

(est. circa 1960) 

Darrel Higham & The Enforcers - Rebel 
Dean & Band - Bo Walton & Band - 

Matchbox 
The Jets - Lucas & The Dynamos - Crazy 
Cavan & The Rhythm Rockers - Johnny & 

The Jailbirds - Jackson Sloan & Band.  

By arrangement: Mike Sanchez - Si 
Cranstoun.  

From the USA: Linda Gail Lewis - Charlie 
Gracie - Jack Scott - Robert Gordon.  

From Germany: formally The Lennerockers 
now The Lennebrothers plus the cream of 
The International Bop Crop and the Coolest 

of Cool. 

FOR THE BEST IN THE BIG BEAT 

Better call Paul on (UK) 02920 704279 

e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE 
 

EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT  

Between 7pm & 10pm UK time  

with your host Dell Richardson & guests!  
 

TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO 
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON 

www.caroline.rockers.co.uk or www.radiocaroline.co.uk 
 

To tune in your satellite set top box, go here 
 

The Boat That (still) Rocks! 

mailto:barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
http://www.caroline.rockers.co.uk/
http://www.radiocaroline.co.uk/
http://www.radiocaroline.co.uk/#satellite.html
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum), 
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all 

TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social 
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact 

'Tales From The Woods' 
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA 

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941 

Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk 

All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black 
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year. 

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods 
 

mailto:TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

